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ABSTRACT
The spelling abilities of older students with atypical spelling were compared to
younger spelling-age matched students with typical spelling. The purpose was to
determine if older students performed similarly to the younger students when spelling
errors were analyzed according to four spelling components (phonological, orthographic,
morphological, and mental orthographic images). Students’ errors were also analyzed
based on specific orthographic spelling patterns.
Fourteen students with atypical spelling (6th through 9th grades) were matched
with 14 students with typical spelling (1st through 4th grades) based on their raw scores
from the Test of Written Spelling-4 (TWS-4). Spelling error analysis of the 14 matched
pairs was conducted by administering the Spelling Performance Evaluation of Language
and Literacy (SPELL). The SPELL is a computerized program that incorporates
algorithms to analyze spelling errors based on four spelling components and also 120
specific orthographic spelling patterns.
A one way MANOVA was conducted with group as the independent variable and
the number of intervention recommendations for each spelling component entered as the
multiple dependent variables. Differences regarding the number of recommendations for
each linguistic component were not significant. Although not significant, the students
with atypical spelling performed better in the phonological component, while the students
with typical spelling performed better in the remaining components. Regarding the broad
spelling categories, a two (group) x eleven (consonants, consonant digraphs, short
vowels, long vowels, other vowels, within word doubling, clusters, vocalic /r/ and /l/,
silent letters, schwas, and inflected words) ANCOVA was conducted. Differences for age
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were significant in the consonant group. Other differences for group based on the 11
categories were not significant. Differences for group concerning the total number of
possible spellings within each broad spelling category were not significant. Also, age as
the covariate was not significant.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
Prior to the 20th century, educators taught spelling as a primary subject. They
firmly believed that spelling instruction was the foundation for reading (Henderson,
1981; Venezky, 1980). The first spelling primer was developed in 1690, and spelling
primers remained in use for several hundred years thereafter (Moats, 2000b). During the
early 1900s; however, interest in spelling instruction as a primary academic subject began
to subside, and reading came to the forefront (Bailet, 2004). New theories were being
promulgated, in which educators began to focus on reading as the new primary academic
subject. They believed that reading influenced spelling: if you can read it, then you can
spell it (Moats, 1995).
Throughout most of the 20th century, spelling was relegated to a minor subject
where it remains to this day. Teachers still consider spelling, albeit erroneously, to be a
visual rote memorization skill (Kamhi & Hinton, 2000). Instead of teaching orthographic
spelling patterns and the rules that apply for those patterns, students are given a weekly
spelling list to “memorize.” At the end of the week, students receive a spelling dictation
test in which the teacher states a word from a list of words, uses that word in a sentence
and then repeats the word. The student is to spell/write the word on paper.
Several problems exist with this method of “instruction,” which usually occurs
during the elementary grades and rarely extends past 5th grade. The first issue regarding
spelling practices involves the selection of words on a spelling dictation test. The words
are often randomly chosen with no specific instructional spelling goal intended. The
words chosen for spelling dictation tests may be derived from a subject to be taught that
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week, from a Dolch-type word list (e.g., the, of, give), or from specific holidays. The
words chosen usually are not related by orthographic spelling patterns but rather are
chosen by some arbitrary topic of the week. The words are selected at the discretion of
the teacher. Even teachers who incorporate phonics into their lesson plans do not teach all
of the spelling patterns. The patterns taught generally are not consistent across all
classrooms of the same grade either within a school or within a district.
Bailet (2004) reported that teachers may be resistant to incorporating explicit
spelling instruction in their lesson plans because teacher education rarely includes
phonological and morphological instruction. This lack of training also precludes the
teachers from understanding the important relationship of the linguistic components to
spelling. Also, analyzing spelling errors by linguistic components requires more explicit
knowledge than scoring words for accuracy.
The second issue regarding spelling concerns the scoring method. Words on
spelling tests traditionally are scored as either correct or incorrect and a percentage
correct is provided. Knowing that a student spells 70% of the words correctly does not
allow for interpretation of the type of errors being made. Analyzing spelling errors based
on the four spelling components would provide information regarding the underlying
cause of the errors. Understanding why a student is making certain errors enables
educators to develop relevant teaching strategies and implement them during instruction
(James, Silliman, Bahr, & Berninger, 2006).
The third and most important issue is that visual rote memorization for spelling is
not supported by recent research because it does not account for the linguistic
underpinnings: phonology, orthography, morphology, and creation of mental
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orthographic images (MOIs) required to be a proficient speller (Moats, 2000a; Schlagal,
2001).
These four spelling components are necessary for accurate spelling. Good spellers
need to be able to relate sounds to letters, recognize spelling patterns, identify and
understand the meanings of morphological markers (e.g., affixes), and create MOIs of
various printed images (i.e., letters, syllables, affixes, and words). Good spellers are able
to access these multiple components using their “meta” skills. Meta knowledge is the
ability to think about and manipulate sounds, spelling patterns, and meanings of
morphological markers.
Phonological knowledge, the first spelling component, has been heavily
researched over the past 20-30 years. Its importance has been well documented (Adams,
1990; Ball & Blachman, 1991; Catts, 1991; Snow, Burns, & Griffin, 1998; Stackhouse &
Wells, 1997). Carlisle (2003) reported that of the four components, phonological
knowledge is the most important. Phonological knowledge is the ability to recognize the
sounds of a language and also be able to identify the sequence of those sounds within
words. Phonemic segmentation, the ability to separate individual phonemes within a
word, is the strongest predictor for proficient spelling (Adams, 1990, Bowey, 2002;
Bryant, MacLean, Bradley, & Crossland, 1990; Hulme, 2002). Knowing the number of
sounds and the order of sequence that a word has strengthens the sound-to-letter
correspondence needed for spelling.
The second spelling component, orthographic knowledge, is the ability to
translate the spoken language into a written form. It is the understanding that letters are
the symbolic representation of sounds. Recognition of specific orthographic spelling
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patterns for given sounds (e.g., the sound /f/ can be represented by ‘f,’ ‘ff,’ ‘ph,’ or ‘gh’)
and orthotactic rules, the positional constraints for letter placement in words (e.g., ‘ff
cannot occur at the beginning of a word but can occur in medial and final positions of
words) are also incorporated into orthographic knowledge. Orthographic knowledge
provides its own unique variance from phonological knowledge (Cunningham, Perry, &
Stanovich, 2001).
Nagy, Berninger, and Abbott (2006) reported that morphological knowledge, the
third spelling component, is essential because it contributes to the spelling accuracy,
especially for morphologically complex words older students will encounter (e.g.,
indivisible, homogenous). This knowledge also involves the awareness that words can be
separated into smaller units of meaning. A base word is the smallest unit of meaning
(e.g., dog, appear) to which inflected and derived morphemes (affixes) can be added
(e.g., dogs, disappearing), respectively. Affixes that can be added to either the beginning
of a word (e.g., un-, re-, pre-) or to the end of a word (e.g., -ly, -ment, -ed) also change
meaning. Morphological knowledge has generally been overlooked in research studies
with regard to spelling ability, which is unfortunate because it is an important skill to
obtain that facilitates better spelling ability (Bear, Invernizzi, Templeton, & Johnson,
2004; Carlisle, 2003).
Mental orthographic images (MOIs), the fourth spelling component, consist of
mental “pictures” of letters, syllables, affixes, and whole words that are stored in the
mental lexicon (Apel, 2004). Clearly stored MOIs are required for efficient reading and
spelling. To create a clear MOI, the remaining three spelling components must be
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integrated thoroughly. Phonological information must link to orthographic patterns and
morphological units to create a single representation (Ehri, 1997).
The Spelling Performance Evaluation of Language and Literacy (SPELL)
(Masterson, et al., 2002) analyzes spelling errors according to these spelling components.
The SPELL is a computerized, criterion-referenced assessment that utilizes algorithms to
measure a student’s ability in each of the four spelling components and also analyzes
spelling errors by specific orthographic spelling patterns. It is a prescriptive assessment in
that it provides individual data that can be applied to teaching strategies for each student.
The SPELL provides a comprehensive analysis of a student’s spelling ability, whereas
other norm-referenced spelling dictation assessments do not. This study grouped specific
orthographic spelling patterns into broad spelling categories and analyzed students’
spelling based on these larger categories (e.g. consonants, consonant digraphs, short
vowels, long vowels).
Statement of the Problem
For the most of the past 100 years, spelling has not been taught as an academic
subject. Students are expected to memorize a visual string of letters for “spelling words”
and be able to write them accurately. Currently, the method for words as either right or
wrong does not aid in the understanding of the types of spelling errors that students make.
Understanding which type of spelling errors students make, teachers can develop
appropriate instruction strategies and incorporate them into their lesson plans (Fawcett,
Bahr, Silliman, & Berninger, 2006).
Given education’s past history regarding spelling instruction, little research has
been conducted in the past 25 years defining best teaching practices for spelling
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instruction (Bailet, 2004). Multiple studies have investigated the spelling components in
various combinations but only two have examined all four spelling components
simultaneously (Hart, Scherz, Apel & Hodson, (in press); Kelman & Apel, 2004). Also,
little evidence exists concerning differences in ability between students with typical and
atypical spelling. New evidence-based research regarding the spelling abilities of typical
and atypical students will provide knowledge previously unknown regarding the
characteristics of typical and atypical spelling.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to compare spelling performance of older students
with atypical spelling to spelling-age matched younger students with typical spelling.
This study was designed to provide more information regarding students with
atypical spelling by asking: (a) are the differences between the groups significant when
the errors are analyzed by the number of recommendations listed within each spelling
components (i.e., phonological, orthographic, morphological, and mental orthographic
images)?, (b) are the differences between the groups significant when errors are analyzed
by the number of specific orthographic spelling patterns mastered within each broad
spelling categories?, and (c) are the differences between the groups significant when the
total percent correct of spelling possibilities within each broad spelling category are
analyzed?
It is believed that the results from this study will add new evidence to spelling
research. By identifying characteristics of a student with atypical spelling, this new
information could help educators develop and implement teaching strategies for students
exhibiting spelling problems. Data might help identify at-risk students at an earlier age
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and develop preventive strategies with the intent of reducing or eliminating future
spelling deficits.
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CHAPTER II
Review of the Literature
Spelling, once considered a core subject and closely connected to reading as an
academic subject (Bailet, 2004), has been relegated to a minor role in the schools
(Schlagal, 2001). From the 1400s through the 1700s, educators believed that spelling led
to reading; thus spelling was a primary form of instruction (Henderson, 1981). With the
advent of separate grades and classrooms that were added in the early 1900s, reading and
spelling became individual subjects. Reading became the important subject as educators
now believed (due in part to new methodologies being postulated) that reading influenced
spelling. They believed that the way to learn spelling was through rote memorization.
Spelling has since been viewed as a minor subject because educators assumed that if a
student can read it, then the student can spell it (Moats, 1995).
Ehri (2000) reported that relying on rote memorization for spelling may be a
minor problem for students with typical spelling abilities, but it presents a major problem
for students with atypical spelling abilities. Also, current research does not support
spelling as a visual rote memory activity (Schlagal, 2001). Almost all students with
varying degrees of reading problems will have substantial spelling deficits (Bailet, 2004).
Contrary to popular belief, spelling is not a visually based problem (Kamhi & Hinton,
2000); rather it requires knowledge of several underlying spelling components
(orthographic knowledge, phonological knowledge, morphological knowledge, and
mental orthographic images (MOI)) to be proficient (Apel, 2004).
Spelling instruction can play a major role in the development of spelling ability
(Bear, Invernizzi, Templeton, & Johnston, 2000). Current educational practices (i.e.,
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memorization of spelling words) do not involve the study of these spelling components.
Additionally, most students do not use or are not encouraged to use their ‘meta’ skills to
think/reflect on spelling patterns when learning new words. Kelman and Apel (2004)
reported that spelling instruction should be based on research involving evidence-based
practice, and stated that further research is needed to explore typical and atypical spelling
development.
The purpose of this review is to provide a brief overview of typical spelling
development and how the underlying spelling components provide the foundation for
good spelling ability. Several spelling theories will be reviewed, in particular, Stage
Theory and Repertoire Theory. Following the discussion of the spelling theories, the
characteristics of students with atypical spelling abilities and how they differ from
students with typical spelling abilities will be addressed. The different analysis
procedures (standardized versus criterion referenced) that have been used to measure
spelling abilities and how these abilities align with current acquisition theories will be
addressed.
Finally, the current study and its results will be discussed. This study investigated
the spelling abilities of students with atypical spelling and compared them to students
with typical spelling based on the underlying spelling components and specific
orthographic spelling patterns.
Typical Spelling Development
Bear, et al. (2004) and Treiman (1997) cited Read’s (1975) preschool study and
Henderson, Estes, and Stonecash’s (1972) follow-up to the Virginia studies (which
replicated Read’s research) as they are considered seminal works on children’s spelling
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development. Read studied preschoolers’ abilities to spell words. After analyzing their
spelling attempts, he proposed that children actually try to symbolize the sounds they
hear in words with letters rather than write a memorized string of letters. He termed this
process invented spelling. Read defined invented spelling as a child’s ability to analyze
sounds and then use the appropriate letters that symbolize those sounds in print.
Treiman (1997) reported on multiple studies of children’s invented spelling as
part of typical development in spelling. She stated that when children first learn to relate
print to speech, they do so at a syllable level. Children frequently write one letter for each
syllable (e.g., bb for baby), usually writing the first sound of each syllable or the most
salient sound (Silva & Martins, 2003; Treiman, 1997). As children mature, they begin to
write one letter per sound. Using a letter name strategy (acrophonic), they use the salient
properties of the letter names to help them spell words. Hearing ‘el’ in the letter ‘l’ they
frequently write “bl” for bell or hearing ‘ar’ in in the letter ‘r’, they write “kr” for car. For
purposes of this article, the following notations will be used: word for specific words;
‘dr’ for specific letters; “chrie” for children’s spelling; and /d/ for specific sound(s).
Actually preschoolers and kindergarteners make reasonable spellings based on the
sounds they hear using a letter-name strategy. In English, most consonant letters and all
long vowel letters contain the sound the letter makes within its name, while some
consonant letters (the letters g, h, w, y) and short vowel letters do not. Read (1975) found
that children could spell consonants reliably when the letter name contained its sound.
The children related the sounds they heard in the letter name even when the letter did not
match. Children would typically write “y” to represent the word why because of the
sound heard in the letter name.
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These children also spelled words such as dragon and try using the salient
features of the letters ‘j’ /: /and ‘ch’ /t∫/ phonemes in the initial position (i.e., they could
hear /t∫/ at the beginning of try). The children would write these words as jragin or chrie.
Children eventually begin to internalize sound classifications reflected in conventional
spelling patterns as they develop. They realize that dry is spelled with a ‘d’ and not a ‘j’,
(i.e., that /:r/ is written as ‘dr’). By first or second grade, they learn to ignore the sounds
and start writing the conventional spelling pattern of these words, (e.g., dragon, try).
As their spelling abilities continue to develop, short vowel patterns are typically
learned first before long vowel spellings. Eventually, long vowel patterns are learned,
(i.e., the ‘silent e’ rule, as in bike), before the long vowel pairs. In first grade, children
learn that long vowel sounds generally require a two-vowel spelling pattern (e.g., silent
‘e,’ ‘ee,’ ‘ea,’ etc.).
Children begin to recognize other orthographic patterns and some orthotactic
rules. Orthographic patterns are specific spelling patterns for a given sound or group of
sounds. It is possible to have multiple patterns for the same sound (/f/ can be written as
‘f,’ ‘ff,’ ‘gh,’ or ‘ph’ and /it/ can be written as ete, eet, or eat.) Orthotactic rules regulate
the location that those patterns can occur within a word. For example, both ‘ff’ and ‘gh’
for /f/ cannot be written at the beginning of a word but can be written in the middle or at
the end of a word, whereas both ‘f’ and ‘ph’ can be placed in all three positions. As they
rely more on the regular spelling patterns, their unconventional spellings begin to
decrease. They start to learn and store the orthographic patterns that occur in English.
Gradually, children start to recognize the inflected and derived morphemes
attached to base words. A base word is the basic morpheme that can stand on its own
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without any additional morphemes. For example, govern is a base word and is contained
in government (govern + ment). Carlisle (1988) reported that children learn to recognize
and spell inflected morphemes (tenses, plurality, and possessive markers) for base words
first. Derivational morphemes are affixes that are applied to base words and change their
meaning by changing their classification (e.g., from a verb to a noun, teach/teacher, a
verb to an adverb, rely/reliably). As their vocabulary increases, children recognize that
morphological markers are written more consistently. From these consistent forms, they
realize that derived words are related to the corresponding base words. Derived words
often retain the same spelling as the base word or a portion of the base word (i.e., a root),
which helps children with word recognition and meaning (e.g., analyze, analysis,
analytical) even though sounds and syllable stress can change in these words.
Underlying Components of Spelling
Spelling viewed as a visual rote memory task is inaccurate and fails to recognize
the linguistic underpinnings that spelling requires (Moats, 2000a; Schlagal, 2001).
Equally incorrect is the view that students with atypical spelling abilities produce letter
reversal errors (Treiman, 1997). Spellers use more than just sounds and letters; they also
must activate their knowledge of spelling patterns, morphological markers, and the
meanings represented by those patterns (Apel & Masterson, 2000). For a review of
various studies, refer to Appendix I. The following spelling components are needed to
support good spelling ability: phonological knowledge, orthographic knowledge,
morphological knowledge, and MOIs (Apel, 2004; Apel, Masterson, & Hart, 2004; Apel
& Masterson, 2001; Masterson & Apel, 2000). Children must be able to access and also
apply these underlying components to spell accurately (Apel, Masterson, & Niessen,
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2004). For the purposes of this paper, the knowledge needed for the underlying spelling
components entails both awareness and knowledge. The following sections briefly review
each of the spelling components.
Phonological Knowledge
Phonological knowledge has received much study over the past 10-20 years. Its
overall importance to reading and spelling has been well documented (Adams, 1990; Ball
& Blachman, 1991; Catts, 1991; Goswami & Bryant, 1990; Larrivee & Catts, 1999;
Snow, Burns & Griffin, 1998; Stackhouse & Wells, 1997; Torgesen, Wagner, &
Rashotte, 1994). Schlagal (2001) reported on the abundant research connecting
phonological knowledge to reading and spelling ability. Carlisle (2003) concurred,
reporting that of the four underlying components, phonological knowledge is the most
important knowledge source. Increasingly, this knowledge is being viewed as a requisite
skill to spelling (Aaron, 2003; Erhi, 2000; Goswami & Bryant; Read, 1975; Treiman &
Bourassa, 2000) especially phonemic awareness skills (Adams; Bryant, Nunes, &
Bindman, 1997; Muter & Snowling, 1997).
Phonological knowledge entails several aspects related to the sounds of language.
Children need to have all the sounds of their language mapped into their mental lexicon
before they can apply sound-to-letter knowledge. At a meta-phonological level, children
must have the ability to manipulate these sounds at the various levels (word, syllable, and
phoneme) for spelling and reading. Some of the more important manipulation tasks
needed for evaluating phonological knowledge include rhyming, alliteration, deletion,
substitution, blending, and segmenting tasks. While good ability in phonemic blending
helps predict reading ability, it is phonemic segmentation that is the strongest predictor
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for proficient spelling ability (Adams, 1990; Bowey, 2002; Bryant, MacLean, Bradley, &
Crossland, 1990; Hulme, 2002).
When a student is given a word to segment phonemically, the student must break
the word into its separate phonemes (e.g., list contains four phonemes: /l/ /I/ /s/ /t/). As
this task relates to spelling, it allows the student to determine how many sounds are in a
given word and then write the corresponding letter(s) for each sound. If a student hears
four sounds in a word, s/he will know that at least four letters are required. Knowing how
many sounds a word contains becomes an important skill as it dovetails with the lettersound correspondence needed for orthographic knowledge, in that sound-to-letter ability
is needed for spelling (Ehri, 2000).
Phonological knowledge continues to be one of the best predictors for reading and
spelling (Adams, 1990; Anthony & Lonigan, 2004; Bowey, 2002; Cunningham, Perry &
Stanovich, 2001); however, it is not the only component required for good reading and
spelling ability. In the last 25 years, researchers have begun investigating the connection
between reading and spelling (Bailet, 2004) relative to other linguistic areas reported to
aid in reading and spelling. These other spelling components that support spelling are
orthographic knowledge, morphological knowledge and MOIs (Apel, 2004; Bryant, et al.,
1997; Carlisle, 2003; Treiman & Bourassa, 2000).
Orthographic Knowledge
Orthographic knowledge is the ability to translate spoken language into a written
form (Apel, et al., 2004). This knowledge includes: the understanding that a letter can be
written for each sound or that a group of letters can represent one sound or a syllable;
knowledge of the spelling rules; the spelling patterns of English, and knowledge of
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orthotactic rules which define positional constraints for letters in any given word. For
sound to letter correspondence, an ‘f’ in a word will always represent the /f/ sound;
however, if a word contains an /f/ sound in it, the speller must decide which orthographic
pattern is the correct one (i.e, ‘f,’ ‘ff’, ‘ph,’ or ‘gh’).
Orthographic knowledge also includes the recognition of specific spelling patterns
which occur regularly in English spelling. Good spellers identify specific patterns
through repeated exposures. They begin to learn that the letters ‘g’ and ‘h’ remain silent
in –ght or that –ough has multiple sound representations (e.g., through, bough, cough).
Failure to instantly recognize these patterns and the pronunciations inhibits students’
abilities in reading and spelling.
Cunningham, et al. (2001) studied orthographic processing ability as a measure of
orthographic knowledge and its potential as a second source of variance behind
phonological processing in word recognition. First and second grade students were
assessed. The first graders received a phonological awareness task (e.g., phoneme
deletion onset task in which the initial sound could be deleted and a different word would
be left (e.g., man minus /m/ creates an), while the second graders received orthographic
tasks (e.g., letter string, orthographic, and homophone choices).
The first letter string choice task required the children to circle the word that most
looked like a real word from a pair of non-words (i.e., beff or ffeb.) This task required
orthographic knowledge to identify the correct non-word, especially orthotactic rules.
The orthographic choice task required the students to view homophone pairs of words in
which one was a real word and the other was a non-word (i.e., room or rume.) The
students were asked to circle the word that was spelled correctly. The homophone task
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included homophone pairs of real words. The examiner read a short question to the
students and they were to circle the correct word (i.e., “Which is a part of the body?” tow
or toe). This task required semantic knowledge in addition to correctly stored MOIs to
answer correctly.
Conducting a hierarchical regression analysis, Cunningham, et al. (2001)
concluded that orthographic processing offers some individual variance for orthographic
knowledge separate from phonological knowledge. They suggested that orthographic
knowledge does not rely totally on phonological knowledge. Rather, the authors viewed
orthographic knowledge as a unique, contributing factor to spelling development.
Morphological Knowledge
Morphological knowledge has been generally overlooked in research studies and
also in instructional practices with regard to spelling (Apel, et al., 2004; Bear, et al.,
2004; Carlisle, 2003). Typical spelling practices require students to memorize words
without realizing that the morphological structure of those words can help determine
meaning and spelling patterns. English is a morpho-phonemic language in that it
incorporates both the alphabetic principle and morphological units into its written words
(Carlisle, 2006). Morphological knowledge also contributes uniquely spelling after fourth
or fifth grade (Nagy, 2007; Nagy, et al., 2006).
Morphological knowledge is the awareness that words can be broken down into
smaller units of meaning. Base words are the smallest morphological unit (e.g., dog, run
or angry). Affixes can be added either to the beginning or end of base words to change
the meaning. An ‘s’ can be added to dog to change its meaning from one dog to more
than one dog, or an apostrophe ‘s’ can be added to show possession. Inflected
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morphemes, which children learn first, change plurality, tense, and/or possession of
words. As children mature, they gradually learn derived morphemes which change the
classification of words, that is, from the verb run to the noun runner or from the adjective
angry to the adverb angrily. With more complex words, the base word is usually retained
which aids in spelling and also in accessing related words to assist in comprehension (i.e.,
habitat, habitation, and habitual).
Morphological knowledge is an important component that facilitates better
spelling ability. Carlisle (2003) cited Clark’s (1982) study in which preschoolers begin to
show understanding of morphological markers. An example cited detailed a preschooler
who asked “if something was flyable.” Although not a real word, the preschooler showed
awareness for the meaning of the affix –able and the ability to attach it to a verb and
therefore create a new meaning and word.
According to Carlisle, children learn to spell most inflectional morphemes by age
seven but acquisition of derivational morphemes occurs from seven to twelve years
generally. Treiman (1997) concurred by citing Read’s (1975) study in which children
who were aware that the word dirty (with a middle position flap, /ſ/) came from the word
dirt were more apt to spell it with a ‘t’ rather than a ‘d’. In other single morpheme words
with a flap such as attic, children were more apt to spell the attic with a ‘d’.
Carlisle (1988) conducted a study on derivational knowledge with fourth, sixth,
and eighth graders. Her purpose was to determine whether a developmental trend existed
in the mastery of derivational morphemes and spelling as children aged. Her hypothesis
was that children learn to see the relationships between units (i.e., they begin to recognize
affixes as units that contain meaning rather than a string of letters). For example, re as an
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affix means to do again and when it is applied to do and becomes redo, the meaning
changes to doing something again.
Several tasks were administered to the students. The first task, the morphology
test, assessed their derivational knowledge. They were assessed on knowledge of the
spelling of base words and derived words. First, the students were given a base word and
then were asked to state the derived form in a cloze sentence format (e.g., warm - He
chose the jacket for its _______ [warmth] ). The opposite was performed during the
derived form task. The students were told happiness and were required to provide the
base form (e.g., happiness - The boy was _______ [happy]). Following the orally
presented tasks, the students were then asked to spell the same base and derived words in
a spelling dictation task.
Four classifications of derived words were administered for this study. These
classifications were: 1) no change in the base word (enjoy to enjoyment); 2) an
orthographic change in the base word (rely to reliable); 3) a phonological change in the
base word (sign to signal); and 4) combined - both a phonological and an orthographic
change in the base word (deep to depth). The first three classifications were considered
transparent relationships while the last was considered opaque. When asked to complete a
sentence with a base word, the students exhibited the fewest errors on the no change
stimuli and the most errors on the combined phonological/orthographic stimuli. When
required to complete a sentence with a derived word, both the phonological change and
the combined phonological/orthographic stimuli resulted in the most errors. The students
spelled the base words significantly better than the derived words at all grades. They
were able to decompose the derived words and arrive at the base word (that happy came
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from happiness) but had more difficulty composing a derived word from a base word
(creating warmth from warm). At all grades, students were better at generating word
forms orally than spelling them.
Carlisle explained that extracting the base from a derived word required the
ability to analyze morphemic structure; whereas, generating the correct derived word
from a base word involved semantic and syntactic knowledge. This knowledge depends
on the available and acceptable forms for each base. With regard to spelling, Carlisle
reported that orally generating derived words was an easier task than spelling the same
words. Her analysis of children’s spelling performance revealed that spelling derived
forms was dependent on the knowledge of base forms. The students rarely spelled a
derived form correctly if they misspelled the base form. A large increase in the
percentage of words spelled correctly was noted from fourth (33%) through eighth grade
(87%).
Carlisle discovered that students with both typical and atypical spelling abilities
could spell more words accurately that contained transparent morphological changes in
related words, such as enjoy and enjoyment than opaque words such as decide and
decision. She reported that transparency aids in spelling and word analysis while opacity
does not. Carlisle concluded that learning derivational forms accounted for the
differences between the three grades. Their spelling performance on the combined
phonological/orthographic group strongly differentiated the three grades. The older
students in both middle and high school from both groups performed better on derived
words that contained either a phonological or an orthographic change only and performed
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less well on derived words that contained both phonological and orthographic changes in
the same word.
Mental Orthographic Images
Mental Orthographic Images (MOIs), also known as visual orthographic images
(Ehri, 1980; Glenn & Hurley, 1993), are mental images of letters, syllables, words, and
morphological units which are created and stored in the mental lexicon (Apel, 2004). A
clearly formed MOI requires that a person be able to link not just letters to corresponding
sounds as the word is sounded out, but also be able to identify syllables and
morphological units (affixes) that are attached to the base or root words (Carlisle &
Fleming, 2003). With repeated exposure to a given word or unit of a word, a strong
connection develops between the word as spoken and the word as written and a clear
image of the word (MOI) is stored in the mental lexicon.
Clearly stored images are needed to read and spell fluently. To create a clear,
strong MOI, the three underlying spelling components need to be thoroughly integrated.
Cassar and Treiman (2004) described a correct word or unit representation that contains
phonological information and links it to the orthographic patterns needed. Both areas
need to interact before a clear MOI can be stored. Perfetti (1997) and Ehri (1997)
reported that mapping occurs between letters and/or larger strings of letters, often
syllables and affixes, and their sounds and then between the complete spelling and its
pronunciation. These two systems merge to create a single representation; no longer
separate entities. Both the phonological and orthographic areas merge into a single
representation. Students with atypical spelling abilities, who frequently have poorer
phonological than orthographic ability, fail to integrate these two areas and have trouble
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forming clear MOIs. These poorly integrated units form “fuzzy” or incomplete MOIs
which hinder successful recall of how a word is spelled.
Although Cassar and Treiman (2004) referred to the following orthographic
processing task as a measure of orthographic knowledge, it actually assessed MOIs. In
this task, students are asked to look at a pair of words (e.g., raik or rake) and determine
which word is spelled correctly. In this case, both words exhibit legitimate orthographic
patterns for English. If a word were stored correctly as an MOI, the student could make
the correct choice. Choosing a correct word from a homonym pair (weak – week) requires
semantic knowledge in addition to orthographic knowledge and MOI ability. Students
must know the meaning of both words and their appropriate spellings before answering
correctly.
Ehri and Wilce (1982) investigated the effects of variable print of words typed in
lower case (flying) and mixed case (fLyInG) on orthographic images of seventh graders
and college students. They hypothesized that words are stored as units (i.e., the stored
image of a group of letters which has a specific relationship to the sounds and
pronunciation already stored in memory for a given word). They did not believe that a
word was stored as a visually memorized string of individual letters. They hypothesized
that the words printed in mixed case would be more difficult to read as this would
interrupt the lower case orthographic images they believed were already stored as MOIs.
Their results indicated that college students demonstrated a greater disruption in
reading mixed case words than the seventh graders. Participants who performed poorly
actually took longer to decipher the words. A significant difference existed for the college
students but not for the younger group. These results suggest MOIs may not be as firmly
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entrenched in younger children, possibly due to less exposure. The authors concluded that
a visual component existed in the storage of printed words.
Carlisle and Fleming (2003) investigated acquisition of morphological knowledge
of first and third graders and reported that development of morphological processing in
the early years depended on their abilities to create MOIs for base forms and affixes,
especially those encountered within words. Basing their study on a model developed by
Schreuder and Baayen (1995), they reported that the crucial element to morphological
learning is the ability to develop mental representations of morphemes.
Schreuder and Baayen reported that children could not decompose a word without
first recognizing the full form of a word (i.e., the base form plus any affixes). They
postulated a two stage process in which the first stage encompasses first detecting
morphemic units in words (i.e., teach + er in teacher). Then, once this pattern develops as
an MOI, it can be accessed when children encounter new words. In conjunction with the
development of a new morphemic MOI, semantic and syntactic information also become
integrated with the MOI.
The first and third graders in Schreuder and Baayen’s study were given three
words: knotless; stillness, and treelet. They were then asked to decompose these
morphologically complex words, define the base word, and use each whole word in a
sentence. The authors expected that the affixes of the first two words would be
recognizable to both groups, while the third affix, -let, would not be a form with which
either group would be as familiar.
For knotless and stillness, the groups differed only in using the words in a
sentence; the third graders exhibited a higher quantitative difference although not
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significant. For treelet, a significant difference existed between the two groups. The third
graders were able to decompose treelet and use it correctly in a sentence but the first
graders were not.
Additionally, the authors assessed students with the Word Analysis Test adapted
from Rubin (1988) to determine whether the children had MOIs for familiar
morphological units. The third graders were better at decomposing morphological units
from multi-morphemic words that sounded similar (e.g., pinned versus wind) than the
first graders. This suggests that the third graders had MOIs that allowed them to
recognize that pinned contained two morphological units (e.g., pin + ed), whereas wind
contained a single morpheme MOI.
Carlisle and Fleming (2003) concluded that third graders had more MOIs
consisting of base words and affixes than the first graders had. Further, the development
of mental representations of morphological units depended on children’s ability to
recognize these units within words. Children first must have an MOI for both the base
word and any affixes before they are able to decompose words.
Taken as a whole, the four main underlying spelling components discussed above
are required for proficient spelling. All appear to play a role in supporting spelling
development. The following section contains two theories of spelling development which
delineates children’s acquisition of these components.
Spelling Theories
The two most prevalent theories regarding spelling development are stage or
phase theory (Ehri, 1986; Templeton & Bear, 1992) and repertoire theory (Apel, et al.,
2004). Stage theory purports that children learn the specific underlying linguistic
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components sequentially in stages. Once they acquire a certain knowledge in one stage
they advance to the next stage. Repertoire theory, on the other hand, postulates that
children learn about the four underlying spelling components across stages and use these
knowledge sources according to each task demand. A brief description of both theories
follows.
Stage Theory
Many authors (Ehri, 2000; Hughes & Searle, 1997; Lombardino, Bedford, Fortier,
Carter, & Brandi, 1997) have discussed the various models for stage theory. Although the
labels differ, Ehri (2000) reported that these developmental stages are similar and she
combined the various models (Ehri, 1986; Frith, 1985; Gentry, 1982; Henderson, 1981;
Templeton & Bear, 1992) into the stages defined below:
•

Pre-alphabetic or logographic stage – Children have little knowledge of the
alphabetic system. They scribble or may be able to draw several letters as print.
Interestingly, at this stage, the children’s drawings of objects look different than
their “drawings” for print.

•

Partial alphabetic stage or transitional - At this stage, children begin learning the
names and sounds of the letters in the alphabet. They start to write the first and/or
last letter correctly when spelling a word or use one letter for each syllable (“bb”
for baby). Invented spellings occur during this stage.

•

Full alphabetic level stage - Children begin to segment syllables and sounds
within word patterns. They begin to use spelling by analogy (recognition of
orthographic patterns) and to store more words into memory as MOIs. Pattern
recognition for analogy include rime units (e.g., -it in which a single phoneme
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and its corresponding letter can be added to create a new word (e.g., h-it, l-it, s-it).
Some patterns that children learn in this stage are rules for doubling consonants in
the middle of a word and long vowel patterns written with two vowels.
•

Consolidated alphabetic stage – At this stage, children learn larger words, replete
with more meaningful units, such as syllables and affixes. They learn that these
specific morphological units change the meaning of the words (e.g., adding an –er
to the verb walk creates the noun walker). Also, the meaning of words helps
dictate the spelling patterns of related words. Magic and magician retain the same
spelling of the base word although the ‘a’ and ‘c’ in magic change sounds in the
word magician. Although phonological changes occur, maintaining the base word
helps children recognize and derive meaning from these two words.
Stage theory purports that children move from one stage to the next stage once

they have mastered the skills in the previous stage. The process continues through the
subsequent stages as they are able to learn these tasks. According to this model, children
learn these different knowledge bases in a linear manner at any given time in
development. Initially, they have little knowledge of any component. In theory, they learn
all they need to know about phonological knowledge. Once that stage is mastered, they
move onto orthographic knowledge. Finally, they develop morphological knowledge
which, according to this theory, occurs around third or fourth grade.
Stage theory actually provides a general idea of typical development for children
at these levels; however, this theory is intractable and does not fully capture the
complexities of the various linguistic components the children actually use for spelling
(Treiman & Bourassa, 2000). Important in their delineation of what skills children need
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to be good spellers, stage theory becomes less effective because it limits our
understanding to the processes the children are actually using at any given time (Hughes
& Searle, 1997).
Repertoire Theory
Repertoire theory, a more recent view, describes children using different types of
knowledge and strategies in varying degrees at any given time in their development
(Bourassa & Treiman, 2001; Deavers & Brown; 1997; Hughes & Searle, 1997;
Masterson & Apel, 2000; Treiman & Bourassa, 2000; Varnhagen, McCallum, &
Burstow, 1997). This theory suggests that children access and utilize a range of linguistic
knowledge from their written and spoken language knowledge as they progress in their
spelling abilities.
Treiman and Bourassa (2000) pointed out that a child may be able to spell bed
correctly but not car (“cr”). They argued this ability showed two different stages
occurring together, which according to stage theory would not be plausible. A more
accurate acknowledgement may be to recognize that children use certain strategies
depending on the task demand and that these strategies can overlap.
Results of recent studies support the repertoire theory. Hughes and Searle (1997)
postulated as children begin to expand and overlap their repertoire of strategies, they
progress in their learning rather than moving from one strategy to another in a linear
fashion as the stage theory suggests. Treiman (1994) argued also that spelling
development is not linear. Oral and written language skills are intertwined and they
develop simultaneously at differing rates. Children use multiple sources and gradually
build a repository of skills and use them as needed for spelling tasks.
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Deavers and Brown (1997) reported that stage models reflect a small units first
hypothesis in that children first learn individual sound to letter, and later progress to
learning larger groups of letters (e.g., orthographic patterns) and finally advance to
morphological units. Deavers and Brown investigated a large units first concept (i.e.,
spelling non-words by analogy) with first through fourth graders. In their discussion, they
found that regardless of the stage, all strategies were utilized and none were excluded.
Students in all grades in this study used a combination of both small and large units. They
believed that the strategies employed would be determined by the demand of a particular
task, which they termed as a flexible unit size model.
Kelman and Apel (2004) outlined the spectrum of skills that children develop as
they increase their linguistic knowledge. Repertoire theory helps explain how very young
children start out with minimal phonological knowledge and MOIs in the form of logos
but virtually no orthographic knowledge and morphological knowledge. Preschoolers and
kindergarteners begin to use more phonological knowledge and some orthographic
knowledge, and on occasion rely on morphological knowledge to help with spelling. As
they become better spellers, they rely more on orthographic knowledge and
morphological knowledge and rely on phonological knowledge only when encountering a
new or more complex word. The MOIs they are forming now become stronger and
clearer due to repeated exposures during reading. Finally, they begin to rely on their
morphological knowledge more than orthographic and/or phonological knowledge as
they continually encounter more advanced words that contain derived and/or inflected
morphemes.
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Carlisle (2004) refuted the stage theory because the simultaneous occurrence of
derivational knowledge for preschoolers occurs during the “partial alphabetic” level
noted in stage theory. According to stage theory, however, this derivational knowledge
could not occur during the partial alphabetic stage but would occur during the last stage
of consolidated knowledge. Although younger children do exhibit some morphological
knowledge, it is minimal and their morphological ability continues to develop as they
mature.
The flexibility of the repertoire theory explains the ability of children to access
each knowledge base when needed. Children often learn some orthographic patterns
before they have learned all of the letters/sounds of the alphabet. They show awareness of
morphology when they create novel words or attempt to spell words such as dirty with a
‘t’ because it derives from dirt although it is pronounced with a /ſ/. Repertoire theory
allows for these explanations of children’s spelling strategies whereas the Stage theory
cannot accommodate the intermingling of the underlying linguistic knowledge bases that
children use to spell words.
Spelling Abilities of Students with Atypical Spelling
Numerous researchers have investigated students who exhibit poor spelling (Apel
& Masterson, 200l; Bourassa & Treiman, 2001, 2003; Cassar & Treiman, 2004; Deavers
& Brown, 1997; Ehri, 1986; Figueredo & Varnhagen, 2004; Hart, et al., in press; Kamhi
& Hinton, 2000; Moats, 1983; Nelson, 1980; Treiman, 1997). Students with typical
spelling abilities learned the sounds of the language (phonological), then were able to
apply letters to those sounds (orthographic), and gradually learned to apply inflected and
derived morphemes to words (morphological). With repeated exposure during reading
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activities, the students developed clear MOIs. This section details how students with
atypical spelling ability differ from students with typical spelling ability.
Treiman (1997) analyzed multiple studies of students with atypical spelling
abilities. She concluded when compared to students with typical spelling of the same age,
students with atypical spelling exhibited more primitive types of spelling errors. They
also made quantitatively more errors than the younger spelling-age matched students.
Treiman concluded that although the students with atypical spelling made the same type
of errors as did the students with typical spelling, the quantitative difference was not
statistically significant. The larger phonemic units or consonant clusters frequently
appeared to be the hardest for the students with atypical spelling to spell correctly. These
students could link speech to print but not at the complex levels for their age group.
Generally, the students with atypical spelling exhibited poor phonological knowledge but
good to better levels of orthographic and morphological knowledge when these three
spelling components were analyzed. They also relied on their sight word recognition
ability (MOI) which is a less efficient method. They recognized complex, multi-syllabic
words as whole units and not by smaller units (i.e., roots and affixes) which provide
meaning for spelling.
Several researchers have investigated the spelling abilities of students with
atypical spelling. Cassar and Treiman (2004) reviewed several orthographic studies and
found similar results as Treiman (1997) in which students with atypical spelling abilities
exhibited orthographic knowledge that was at least commensurate with their reading and
spelling levels, but that they seemed to lag behind in their phonological knowledge. They
also reviewed previous studies regarding phonological ability in students with typical
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spelling abilities and students with learning disabilities and concomitant poor spelling
abilities. They concluded that older students with atypical spelling are slower to develop
their phonological skills and when attempting to spell words, their misspellings
resembled younger children with typical spelling. They also suggested that explicit
instruction pairing visual and spoken word components might benefit the students.
Cassar and Treiman’s (2004) findings were similar to a study previously
conducted by Bruck and Treiman (1990). Students with atypical spelling who were
matched by spelling level to students with typical spelling performed worse on
phonological awareness tasks. Bruck and Treiman reported that students with atypical
spelling performed poorly overall in phonological awareness tasks compared to their
spelling-age matched peers.
Not all researchers agree; however, Moats (1983) and Nelson (1980) did not find
any difference between the phonetic spellings of students with typical and atypical
spelling. The authors scored children’s written spellings with a phonetic/non-phonetic
approach. Incorrect spellings were judged to be phonetic if the spelling was phonetically
plausible such as “plad” for plaid and non-phonetically plausible such as “plade” or
“pad” for plaid. Their results indicated that students with atypical spelling generally did
not produce a higher percentage of non-phonetic errors than their matched counterparts.
Treiman (1997) cited the Pennington, et al. (1986) study in which the students with
typical spelling produced 33% non-phonetic errors compared to 35% non-phonetic errors
for the students with atypical spelling.
Lennox and Siegel (1993) compared typically developing good spellers, students
with atypical spelling with reading disability, a mixed group - good readers with atypical
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spelling, students with math disabilities with typical spelling and students with math
disabilities with atypical spelling. Using a standardized spelling test, the students were
assessed on their first ten errors only. Three scores were given: both a constrained and an
unconstrained score for phonological similarity to target word and a visual similarity
score using bigram analysis. The students with math disabilities who were good spellers
performed similarly to the good spellers, whereas the students with math disabilities who
were atypical spellers performed worse than the good spellers but performed better than
the students with atypical spelling with reading disabilities. Both math groups at ages 1112 and 13-16 years did not differ significantly from good spellers. Their skills improved
as the students became older.
Meyler and Breznitz (2003) found that phonological knowledge appeared to be
closely linked to orthographic and morphological knowledge in the college age students
with typical spelling; however, for students with atypical spelling, phonological
knowledge appeared to lag behind in development when compared to orthographic and
morphological knowledge. Using a timed word/pseudoword decoding task, the students
with atypical spelling were significantly slower and less accurate. The students appeared
to have commensurate orthographic skills related to reading and spelling as their same
age peers with typical spelling but their phonological knowledge continued to lag behind
these other components.
Several authors (Cassar & Treiman, 2004; Meyler & Breznitz, 2003) have
concluded that an imbalance exists between orthographic and phonological knowledge
for students with atypical spelling. Their phonological knowledge appeared to be weaker
than their orthographic knowledge as evidenced by the type of spelling errors. They
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hypothesized that a breakdown between these two areas occurred and possibly the
weakness of the phonological components prevented a thorough integration with the
orthographic knowledge component.
Students with atypical spelling continue to have difficulty mastering the
phonological code even after their reading ability appears to catch up to their current
grade level. Generally, students with atypical spelling perform better spelling real words
than nonsense words due to their accrual of MOIs for real words. Adams (1990) reported
that they have trouble accurately processing the phonemic sequences in words. They
compensate by using their MOI ability or sight word recognition to learn words due to a
phonological weakness. Students with atypical spelling often have problems recognizing
that the number of letters in a word’s spelling does not always match the number of
sounds (Treiman, 1997). For example, height contains six letters but only 3 sounds.
One confounding variable in studies regarding spelling ability has been the
method of analysis. Analyses used have not always mirrored what is known about
spelling development and/or matched current theory of development. The next section
provides the advantages and/or disadvantages of various spelling scoring methods.
Spelling Analysis Methods
Scoring
Two types of spelling measurements have been available in the past: standard
scores based on norm referencing and criterion referenced measurements. At issue is
whether these methods can provide the information needed to determine what types of
spelling errors (i.e., which underlying spelling component(s) is contributing to spelling
errors) the students are making.
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Standard scores provide ranking information only; that is, these scores reflect a
position along a continuum. One can determine only where a student’s spelling ability
lies along this continuum. Typically, the score details whether a student exhibits average,
below average, or above average spelling ability. Standard scores available on normreferenced tests, such as the Test of Written Spelling – Fourth Edition (Larsen, Hammill,
& Moats, 1999) do not provide any insight into the type of spelling errors made by
students. Spelling words on standardized tests such as the TWS-4 are scored either
correct or incorrect and give no input regarding type of spelling error. Only ranking
information of a student’s spelling ability and percentage of words correct can be derived
from a test that uses standard scoring.
Criterion-referenced tasks are developed, often in developmental sequence, to
show mastery of a certain skill. Results of scoring indicate where a student is functioning
within that sequence of tasks to accomplish that skill. Regarding recognition of
orthographic patterns for reading and spelling, students typically learn short vowels first,
then the silent e pattern, and progress on to double vowel patterns for long vowels. If a
student with atypical spelling is assessed using criterion-referencing and s/he exhibits
knowledge for short vowels but not for the silent e or double vowel patterns for long
vowels, this would provide the level at which the student is functioning.
One criterion-referenced scoring method involves scoring words as phonetically
correct or incorrect (Nelson, 1980). This method provides for more accurate scoring
because many spelling errors that are judged phonetically incorrect (“jragin” for dragon)
are, in actuality, phonetically correct for children using invented spelling strategies.
According to Read (1975) and Treiman (1997), younger spellers hear acoustic properties
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that adults have learned to disregard once they have learned the orthographic pattern for a
word (e.g., /Iz/ for the word is). This analysis method partially accounts for phonological
knowledge but does not take into account the other spelling components: orthographic
knowledge, morphological knowledge, and MOIs.
A second type of criterion-referenced analysis measure was proposed by Moats
(1983). In her analysis, words are scored based on typical errors that students with typical
spelling make, including phonetic accuracy and serial order. Letter order errors (i.e.,
“srtuck” for struck) plus duplications and insertions (i.e., “carred” for cared) are
considered serial order errors. Phonetic accuracy errors include incorrect long vowel
spellings (“mak” for make).
A third type of criterion-referenced analysis measure utilizes bigrams to
determine spelling ability because the measure is more sensitive to similarities between
the target and the misspelled words (Apel & Masterson, 2001). Bigram scoring involves
giving one point each for the first and last letter (if correct) and then counting correct
pairs of two letters within the word. For example: heat contains five bigrams; one point
each for correct ‘h’ and ‘t’ plus one point each for the following two letter pairs; he, ea,
at. This method, however; does not provide an analysis for the type of spelling error
pattern. If heat were spelled as “heet”, it would receive three bigrams while another
incorrect spelling, “hiet”, would receive two bigrams. Both of these incorrect spellings
indicate an equally plausible orthographic spelling; yet, using the bigram method, “heet”
would be scored as a more accurate spelling because it received more points.
Lennox and Siegel (1993) applied bigram scoring to determine spelling accuracy.
They also utilized a constrained/unconstrained method. Under the constrained method, a
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misspelling that represented the governing rules would be considered correct. For
example, “reche” for reach would be considered correct because of the long vowel
pattern of ‘e’ at the end of the word, but “rech” would be scored as incorrect because it
indicates a short vowel spelling pattern. For the unconstrained method, positional rules
(orthotactics) are not considered. Under the unconstrained method, “rech” would be
scored correct as ‘e’ can represent a long (as in he) or a short vowel.
The problem with these methods, both norm-referenced and the various
criterion referenced scores, is that they provide little or no information which is
conducive to analyzing the types of spelling pattern errors (James, Silliman, Bahr, &
Berninger, 2006). Knowing that a student’s spelling ability is in the low average range or
that spelling accuracy is 60% for a given spelling test does not provide insight into the
cause of a student’s spelling errors. Therefore, no effective intervention strategies based
on the analysis of the underlying spelling components can occur.
Recently, several studies (Apel & Masterson, 2001; Figueredo & Varnhagen,
2004; Hart, et al., in press; Hauerwas & Walker, 2003; Kelman & Apel, 2004; Silliman,
Bahr, & Peters, 2006) have employed a multiple linguistic approach with regard to
spelling error analysis. The Hauerwas and Walker study compared the spelling ability of
sixth, seventh, and eighth grade students with atypical spelling to spelling-age matched
second and third grade students with typical spelling. The stimuli consisted of words
containing inflectional morphemes. The spelling errors were coded as phonological,
orthographic, or morphological. Their research questioned whether a difference existed in
types of spelling errors made by the students with atypical spelling when compared to
spelling-age matched students with typical spelling. Their results indicated that the errors
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for students with atypical spelling were similar in type to the spelling-age matched
students with typical spelling, however; the students with atypical spelling exhibited a
higher frequency of misspellings of the base word.
The Figueredo and Varnhagen study (2004) also analyzed spelling errors by type
(e.g., phonological, orthographic, and morphological), but conducted their study with
first-year college students. These students were rated as average spellers or above
average spellers. They were divided using a median split of 117 standard score and above
for the above average group and 116 standard score and below for the average group
from the Diagnostic Spelling Potential Test (Arena, 1982).
Both groups were given modified student essays in which words were
intentionally spelled incorrectly. These modifications included what the authors labeled
phonologically based errors (incredibul), orthographically based errors (decisian), and
morphologically based errors (extention). The –sian in descisian and the –tion in
extention are legitimate spelling patterns for other words (pediatrician and attention)
which suggests that these students did not have a clear MOI for these words. In the first
experiment, a detection task was given in which the students were asked to identify the
spelling errors in the modified essay. Then a correction task was implemented, in which
both groups were given the same essay with the misspelled words already marked and
were asked to correct the spelling errors.
The number of errors detected was compared to the number of words corrected.
The results indicated that the participants detected and corrected approximately the same
number of misspellings. Interestingly, they did not detect and correct the same words.
When the detection errors were analyzed by type, using a repeated measures ANOVA,
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the authors found a significant difference among the three types. Post hoc analysis
indicated that students corrected phonological errors with the highest frequency, followed
by orthographic errors, and then morphological errors.
This study also examined spelling ability and performance across the underlying
spelling components in the detection task between the two groups of students. The above
average group detected significantly more orthographic and morphological errors than
did the average group. Analysis of spelling ability and performance in the correction task
yielded a significant effect for the above average group, which corrected significantly
more errors than the average group.
The remaining studies (Apel & Masterson, 2001; Hart, et al., in press; Kelman &
Apel, 2004) used a prescriptive hypothesis formation model to analyze spelling errors
and then develop subsequent spelling intervention strategies. These strategies
incorporated knowledge from the underlying spelling components and the repertoire
theory (Apel, et al., 2004) in which students exercised these different linguistic factors
with varying degree across time (Kelman & Apel, 2004). The Spelling Performance
Evaluation for Language and Literacy (SPELL) test (Masterson, et al., 2002) was used.
The SPELL test is a computerized assessment that incorporates algorithms to analyze
spelling errors and determine the underlying spelling component(s) leading to these
errors.
Briefly, the SPELL collects and analyzes spelling error patterns and determines
whether the problem is a phonological issue (i.e., not all sounds being represented by a
letter/s), an orthographic issue (i.e., spelling patterns not followed), a morphological issue
(i.e., morphemic units not spelled correctly), and/or an MOI issue (i.e., poorly stored
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images). Also, this error pattern analysis is consistent with the repertoire theory in that it
assesses all of the spelling components for each student individually.
Appendix A provides a list of the various studies and the different measures that
were implemented to analyze spelling errors. Also, Table 1 includes the spelling
components that were assessed in each study. The majority of methods for analyzing
spelling errors in these studies were neither consistent nor were the same area(s) assessed.
Matching by Chronological Age
A majority of studies have matched students with atypical spelling to either
chronologically-age matched or to reading-age matched students with typical spelling.
Moats (1983) explained that to compare students with atypical spelling to their
chronologically age-matched peers does not provide any additional information nor does
it help to find any unique characteristics they may have. Cassar and Treiman (2004)
concurred adding that age-matching just confirms the differences between typical and
students with atypical spelling and does not show whether any patterns or differences
exist between them.
Nor does it help to match students based on reading age level. Some students with
atypical spelling have better reading ability than spelling ability. This is due in part to
their high reliance on sight word recognition which enables them to recognize words at a
higher level than their actual ability to spell words. Conversely, some students continue
to perform at below age levels in both reading and spelling.
Several studies have matched students by language age (Carlisle, 1987; Windsor
& Hwang, 1997) in which semantic and syntactic abilities were matched. To this author’s
knowledge, just four studies have matched students with atypical spelling to spelling-age
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matched partners (Hart, et al., in press; Hauerwas & Walker, 2003; Silliman, Bahr, &
Peters, 2006; Treiman, 1997).
Hart, et al., (in press) conducted a study in which four students with atypical
spelling, severe speech delay, and physical impairments who also used augmentative
communication devices were matched to spelling-age matched peers with typical
spelling. The results of her study indicated a difference in spelling error patterns between
the two groups. The children with severe impairments exhibited a larger number of
phonological spelling error patterns while the matched students with typical spelling
performed more orthographical spelling error patterns.
The Hauerwas and Walker (2003) study matched sixth, seventh, and eighth
graders with atypical spelling to second and third graders with typical spelling according
to their spelling age. The students were asked to spell verbs that contained inflected
morphemes (e.g., past tense and progressive markers). Their results indicated that
students with atypical spelling differed in their ability to spell inflected verbs based on
their oral morphological skills, whereas the ability of students with typical spelling to
spell inflected verbs was based on their orthographic skills.
Purpose of the Study
This study was designed to provide information regarding students with atypical
spelling and to compare their performance with their spelling-age matched peers.
Although recent research indicates that the repertoire theory, which emphasizes
simultaneous access to all four spelling components when spelling, provides a better
explanation of typical spelling development, only one recent study exists that has
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explored the effects of these four components simultaneously regarding spelling ability
(Hart, et al. (in press).
This study was developed to provide more information regarding students with
atypical spelling by asking the following research questions: (a) are the differences
between the groups significant when the errors are analyzed by the number of
recommendations listed within each spelling components (i.e., phonological,
orthographic, morphological, and mental orthographic images)?, (b) are the differences
between the groups significant when errors are analyzed by the number of specific
orthographic spelling patterns mastered within each broad spelling categories?, and (c)
are the differences between the groups significant when the total percent correct of
spelling possibilities within each broad spelling category are analyzed?
Based on the research reviewed in this study that investigated spelling
components for Question One, it is hypothesized that the students with atypical spelling
will produce significantly more phonological errors, but fewer orthographic,
morphologic, and the creation of MOIs than their spelling-age matched partners. For
Question Two, minimal research has been conducted (Hart, et al., in press; Hauerwas &
Walker, 2003) and the results indicated that students with typical spelling exhibited more
orthographic errors than students with atypical spelling. It is hypothesized that the
students with atypical spelling will exhibit better ability with regard to spelling patterns
(orthographic) than the students with typical spelling, (e.g., they will master more
spelling patterns than their spelling-age matched partners). Limited research has been
conducted regarding Question Three. Treiman (1997) found no significant difference
between students with atypical spelling who were spelling age matched to students with
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typical spelling. It is hypothesized that the students with atypical spelling will exhibit a
similar total percent correct of spelling possibilities within each broad spelling category
as their spelling-age matched partners.
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CHAPTER III
Method
The purpose of this study was to compare the spelling abilities of students with
atypical spelling to spelling-age matched younger students with typical spelling.
Specifically, the following questions were asked: (a) are the differences between the
groups significant when the errors are analyzed by the number of recommendations listed
within each spelling components (i.e., phonological, orthographic, morphological, and
mental orthographic images)?, (b) are the differences between the groups significant
when errors are analyzed by the number of specific orthographic spelling patterns
mastered within each broad spelling categories?, and (c) are the differences between the
groups significant when the total percent correct of spelling possibilities within each
broad spelling category are analyzed?
Participants
Participant selection was based on spelling ability only, without regard to gender
or ethnicity. Forty students from a local public school district were chosen to participate
in this study. The twenty students with atypical spelling were selected from sixth,
seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. These grades were chosen because many students at
this age who experience spelling difficulties typically are a minimum of 3 to 4 years
below their grade level in spelling ability (Hauerwas & Walker, 2003). The spelling-ages
of the older students from this study ranged from first through fourth grades. Twelve
(85%) of the students with atypical spelling in this study exhibited spelling ages of third
and fourth grades and the remaining two (15%) students exhibited spelling ages of first
and second grades.
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The SPELL manual provides a testing range from second grade through
adulthood. Regarding first grade students, Masterson, et al. (2002) stated:
…administration of SPELL will likely result in a recommendation for
instruction that is no different from the type of instruction that occurs in
most first-grade classrooms. However, it is left to the examiner’s
discretion whether administration to first-grade students might be useful.
(p. 4)
Two students with typical spelling (i.e., students 1A and 2A) with chronological ages of
7:0 and 7:3, years, respectively, were matched to two older students (i.e., 1 and 2) with
atypical spelling who had spelling ages of 6:9 and 7:0, respectively. Because no
instruction was intended for this study, it is believed that their grade level would not be a
factor.
The students with atypical spelling had a current Individualized Education Plan
(IEP). The IEP criteria for this study were reading and/or writing goals only. The
participants could have no other concomitant disabilities with the exception of math IEP
goals. The school districts in this state do not qualify students for special education
services for spelling disability alone.
The twenty students with typical spelling were recruited from first, second, third
and fourth grades and had no IEP history. All students passed a hearing and vision
screening. The forty participants were monolingual English-speaking students. All
participants received standard scores in the average to above average range on a
nonverbal test of intelligence and a receptive vocabulary test. Any student whose
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standard score was one standard deviation or more below the mean score on either test
was not eligible to participate.
This small sample size was reduced further when six of the matched pairs were
eliminated from the data analysis because each of the pairs did not test at the same
SPELL level. For example, in several pairs one of the partners tested in Level One while
the other tested in Level Two and for the remaining pairs, the mismatch occurred with
Levels Two and Three. These pairs were eliminated from the data collection because
each level contained a different total number of words and patterns to be spelled and were
not compatible for analysis. The elimination of these mismatched pairs reduced the data
analysis to the remaining 14 matched pairs.
According to the SPELL assessment, only 14 of the 20 spelling-age matched pairs
received the same spelling level. (Refer to Table 1 for a listing of SPELL levels, spelling
age, and chronological age for the 14 pairs with matching SPELL levels.) Six matched
pairs did not receive the same spelling level. (Refer to Table 11 for a similar listing of the
mismatched pairs.) Two of the pairs contained Levels One and Two, while the remaining
four pairs tested at Levels Two and Three. No consistent pattern was noted to explain the
variation. Given the numerical variances for each level, data from these six pairs were not
included.
Participant Consent
Students with Atypical Spelling
In order to identify the students with atypical spelling, several resource room
teachers were contacted. These teachers identified students whose IEPs met the criteria
for this study and referred those students to the investigator. An information packet
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containing a letter to the parents/guardians of these students with details of the study and
the student/parental consent forms were mailed to the home addresses. Duplicate consent
forms were included in which parents/guardians were asked to sign and return one copy
to the resource teacher and retain the second copy for their files. Sample items from the
information packet are listed in Appendixes E, F, and G.
Table 1
Fourteen Matched Pairs - Spelling and Chronological Ages, and SPELL Levels
________________________________________________________________________
ATYPICAL
TYPICAL
Student SPELL
Student SPELL
Number
Level
SA
CA
Number
Level
SA
CA
1

1

6:9

15:3

1A

1

6:9

7:3

2

1

7:0

14:9

2A

1

6:9

7:0

3

1

7:0

13:3

3A

1

7:0

7:11

7

3

8:9

14:2

7A

3

8:9

9:7

8

3

8:9

12:3

8A

3

8:9

8:7

9

2

8:9

11:5

9A

2

8:9

9:0

10

3

9:0

13:6

10A

3

9:0

8:8

13

2

9:0

14:1

13A

2

8:9

8:8

14

3

9:3

14:8

14A

3

9:3

8:4

15

2

9:3

11:8

15A

2

9:6

8:6

17

3

9:6

14:10

17A

3

9:9

10:3

18

3

9:9

14:10

18A

3

9:9

9:3

19

3

9:9

12:0

19A

3

10:0

9:7

20
3
9:9
15:4
20A
3
9:9
10:1
_______________________________________________________________________
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Table 2
Six Mismatched Pairs - Spelling and Chronological Ages and SPELL Levels
________________________________________________________________________
ATYPICAL
TYPICAL
Student

SPELL

Number

Level

Student

SPELL
Level

SA

CA

Number

SA

CA

4

2

7:0

12:11

4A

1

7:3

7:10

5

2

7:6

11:9

5A

1

7:3

7:7

6

2

8:3

13:3

6A

3

8:3

8:4

11

3

9:0

11:6

11A

2

9:0

8:7

12

3

9:0

13:10

12A

2

9:0

9:2

16
2
9:3
14:10
16A
3
9:6
9:11
________________________________________________________________________
After receiving consent from the parents, the inclusionary assessments were
administered to determine whether they were eligible to participate in the study. The
students who were eligible were then administered the Test of Written Spelling – 4
(TWS-4) (Larson, Hammill, & Moats, 1999). The resulting standard score from the
TWS-4 also functioned as a qualifying criteria and the raw score determined the spelling
age for each student. The spelling ages of the students with atypical spelling were needed
first so that the appropriate grades could be identified for selection of the students with
typical spelling. While the actual grades of the students with atypical spelling ranged
from sixth through ninth grade, their spelling ages ranged from first through fourth grade.
Students with Typical Spelling
Spelling-age matched peers were solicited from an elementary school in the same
district. One class from the first, second, third, and fourth grades was chosen for testing.
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A group TWS-4 spelling test was administered in each of the four classes to determine
raw scores and spelling-ages. Those students whose spelling-ages matched the spelling
ages of the students with atypical spelling were identified as possible participants. An
information packet with parent letter and duplicate consent forms was sent home with the
students and the students were asked to return the signed consent forms to their teacher.
Procedures
Each participant was seen three times to complete the assessments. During the
first session, students completed a group-dictated spelling test lasting approximately
fifteen minutes. The words from Form A of the TWS-4 were recorded by the primary
investigator on an audio cassette to assure consistency. The recording followed the test
directions of stating the word, using that word in the given sentence, and repeating the
word again. An eight second pause followed each test item. The recording was played for
each group administration of the TWS-4. The second session contained the individual
inclusionary assessments plus a hearing screen for a duration of 30-35 minutes. The third
session included the individual experimental spelling test, in which testing time varied
from 45 to 90 minutes depending on spelling level administered and the spelling ability
of each student. Vision screening dates, listed on the IEP of the students with atypical
spelling were provided by their resource room teacher. The school nurse provided the
dates of the last vision screening for the students with typical spelling.
The group administration of the TWS-4 and the individualized Spelling
Performance Evaluation for Language & Literacy (SPELL) (Masterson, et al., 2002)
testing were conducted by the primary investigator. The inclusionary assessments and
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hearing screenings were conducted by Communication Sciences and Disorders graduate
and undergraduate students trained and supervised by the primary investigator.
Inclusionary Assessment for Students with Atypical Spelling
After consent to participate was received, the students with atypical spelling
needed to meet the following inclusionary criteria. The TWS-4 functioned first as an
inclusionary assessment. The students who scored at or below the 24th percentile were
selected to participate in this study. The second function of the TWS-4 was to obtain a
spelling age based on the raw score which was used to determine the spelling ages
needed from the students with typical spelling. Six participants were eliminated from the
study because they received percentile rankings higher than the 25th percentile.
Once the first criterion was met, the Test of Nonverbal Intelligence, Third Edition
(TONI-3) (Brown, Sherbenou, & Johnsen, 1997) and the Peabody Picture Vocabulary
Test, Third Edition (PPVT-3) (Dunn & Dunn, 1997) were administered. Students who
scored within the average range or higher (i.e., standard score within average range or
higher) on both tests were included in this study. All participants received standard scores
within the average range or above for both assessments.
Inclusionary Assessment for Students with Typical Spelling
The TWS-4 was administered in each classroom. Testing began with Item 1 and
continued until all students met the ceiling criteria of 5 consecutive errors. Basal and
ceiling rules were followed for the scoring of each test.
Once the students with atypical spelling completed the inclusionary testing, it was
determined, based on their TWS-4 spelling ages, that students with typical spelling were
needed from the first through fourth grades. Of the 20 students selected, 75% came from
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the third and fourth grades (i.e., 10 third graders and 5 fourth graders) and the remaining
25% from the first and second grades (i.e., two first graders and three second graders).
Although none of the spelling age-matched peers had a history of special education
placement, one second grader was eliminated from the study because he received a 24th
percentile ranking from the TWS-4. Two third graders were also eliminated from the
study because they were not native speakers of English.
To be included in this study, students with typical spelling needed to score at the
25th percentile or above. Once their raw scores were determined and converted to a
spelling age, students with the appropriate spelling ages were chosen as possible
participants. Students were paired within three months of their respective spelling-ages.
For example, a student with atypical spelling with a 9:0 spelling age could be matched to
a student with typical spelling who exhibited a spelling age of 8:9, 9:0, or 9:3. Those
students who were potential participants were given an information packet with an
explanation of the study and the consents forms to take home to their parents and have
them return the consent forms to their teachers. (Refer to Appendixes E, F, and G.)
Once their consent was received, the students with typical spelling were assessed
following the same format as the students with atypical spelling. This group also needed
to score in the average or above average range on the TONI-3 and the PPVT-III based on
a standard score of 85 or higher. Once students from both groups were matched based on
their spelling age, the experimental portion of the test was administered.
Test of Written Spelling, Fourth Edition (TWS-4)
The TWS-4 was chosen based on a critique of twelve standardized spelling
dictation tests conducted by Bailet (2001). By examining the norming, reliability, and
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validity of these tests, Bailet reported that the TWS-4 was the most reliable measurement
of spelling dictation. For the purposes of this study, the TWS-4 functioned as both an
inclusionary test and a test to obtain a student’s spelling age so that students with atypical
spelling could be matched to students with typical spelling. (Refer to Appendix B for
TWS-4 percentiles.)
The TWS-4 is a spelling dictation test for ages ranging from 6:0 to 18:11.
Depending on the situation, it can be administered to a group or individually. In the
current study, the TWS-4 was administered in a group format. The TWS-4 provides a
percentage of words spelled correctly and does not analyze the spelling errors.
Administration and Scoring. The fifty words and sentences on Form A were
recorded onto a sixty minute Maxell UR Position Normal Type I audio cassette by the
first author. An external microphone was attached to a Radio Shack CTR-121 audio
cassette recorder for the taping. This recording was administered to all groups.
The TWS-4 has several entry levels depending on the age of the participants.
Since the TWS-4 was administered to a group of students with varying levels of spelling
abilities, all 50 items from the TWS-4 were administered. The basal and ceiling rules
established in the manual were followed when scoring each student’s test.
Procedures for the spelling dictation of the TWS-4 followed the typical format
(i.e., a word was stated, then used in a sentence, and repeated). The participants wrote
their responses on a TWS-4 form. The raw score was converted to a standard score to
obtain a percentile ranking. Participants who scored at or below the 24th percentile were
classified as students with atypical spelling and were considered possible participants in
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this study. Any student who scored above the 24th percentile was excluded from this
study.
Students who qualified for this study based on their percentile rankings had their
raw score converted to a spelling age. Spelling ages are listed in 3 month increments up
to age 12:0; spelling ages from 12:0 through 17:6 years are in 6 month increments.
Reliability and Validity. The TWS-4 contains two forms: Form A and Form B.
The manual reported an internal consistency reliability for both forms. The average (ages
6 through 18) coefficient alpha for Form A is .94, for Form B is .93. Form A exhibited a
3.5 SEM while Form B exhibited a 4.0 SEM. The alternate form reliability between Form
A and Form B is above .90 for all ages with the exception of age 6. This correlation was
reported as .86. Form A will be utilized for the purposes of this study. The manual lists
three areas of reliability. Form A content sampling is reported at .94; time sampling at
.95; and scorer reliability at .99.
Test of Nonverbal Test of Intelligence (TONI-3)
The TONI-3 is a norm-referenced measure of abstract reasoning. It was
administered individually to each participant based on the manual instructions, in a
nonverbal format. The normative data for this test ranges from ages 6:0 to 89:11 years.
Administration and Scoring. No verbal instructions were given to the participants.
The initial pre-test included a “pantomime” in which the examiner gestured whether the
participant’s response was correct or incorrect during the two sample items. The
examiners administered the trial items without prompting the participant. The test items
contained templates with multiple squares, each with a different geometric design. These
designs have a pattern to them and one of the squares is empty. The participant was
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required to look at the six choices and point to the one that best fits the empty square. If a
participant did not appear to understand, the examiner re-administered the trial items. The
assessment began with Item One, and the examiner continued until the participant either
completed all 45 items or reached a ceiling of three errors in five consecutive items.
The TONI-3 contains two forms: A and B. Form B was chosen for this study.
Based on an analysis by Athanasiou (2000), Form B produced a better total test reliability
than Form A. Reliability coefficients for Form B met or exceeded Bracken’s (1987)
criterion of .90 for all ages with the exception of age ten, in which the coefficient was
.89.
To score the TONI-3, the number of items correct is tallied for the raw score. The
raw score then is converted into a quotient score. The quotient score has a mean of 100
and a standard deviation of 15.
Reliability. The TONI-3 test-retest reliability met or exceeded the .90 criterion for
the age groups to be tested in this study. No predictive or construct validity was presented
in the examiner’s manual.
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test - Third Edition (PPVT-III)
The PPVT-III is a norm-referenced test that was administered individually to
people ages 2:6 to 90:0 years. It was designed to measure receptive vocabulary and was
considered a reliable measure of a child’s general language ability (Gardner, 1985). The
manual details a fairly representative norming sample compared to the US census data for
1990.
Administration and Scoring. The examiner named a stimulus word and the
participant was shown a template containing four black and white pictures, with three of
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the pictures functioning as distracters. The correct items were tabulated to obtain the raw
score which then was converted to a standard score.
Reliability. The PPVT-III contains Form A and Form B. The manual reported the
alternate form reliability coefficient as ranging from .88 (ages 2:6 – 2:11) to .96 (ages
11:0 years), with a median coefficient of .94. Test-retest reliability ranged from .91 to .94
for a median of .92 for both forms. Form A was chosen for this study.
Experimental Procedure
Spelling Performance Evaluation for Language and Literacy (SPELL)
The SPELL (Masterson, et al., 2002) a computerized, criterion-referenced
assessment that measures specific spelling patterns and a student’s spelling ability in each
of the four spelling components. It is administered individually. The testing range
includes grades two through adults. It is a prescriptive assessment based on recent
empirical research and provides a measurement of spelling ability consistent with the
Repertoire Theory for spelling development. Spelling pattern errors are analyzed using
proprietary algorithms according to the four underlying spelling components (i.e.,
phonological, orthographic, morphological, and MOIs).
The SPELL provides the comprehensive analysis that the TWS-4 does not. The
SPELL contains spelling words that have been constructed carefully to contain specific
types of spelling patterns typically seen in English. The scoring is designed to analyze
whether the spelling errors are due to a lack of phonological knowledge, orthographic
knowledge, morphological knowledge, and/or MOIs. The SPELL also includes analysis
of 120 common spelling patterns.
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Administration and Scoring. The test was administered to each participant
individually using the SPELL CD and a laptop or desktop computer. The examiner began
the SPELL program and remained in the room during testing. The program contains 11
modules: selector module with four levels, a main module, and six sub-test modules.
Testing time for this measure varied depending on the module level selected by the
computer program and the number of modules required for additional testing. Generally,
50 to 90 minutes were required to complete the SPELL with one exception. Student 2A
required almost 2.5 hours to complete testing due to several factors. Following the main
module, he was required to complete five of the six sub-tests. The extended length
overlapped his lunch and a recess period which necessitated stopping the test several
times.
The first module, the Selector module, determines the appropriate level to begin
testing. The Selector Module containing 40 spelling words as test items and based on the
student’s spelling ability, begins testing at one of the four levels. The four levels are
delineated as follows: 1) Level 1, which assesses common spelling patterns such as
consonants, consonant digraphs, short vowels, some long vowels in single syllable words,
2) Level 2, which assesses Level 1 patterns plus additional long vowels, double
consonants, clusters, vocalic /r/ and /l/ and silent letters in single and multiple syllable
words, 3) Level 3, which assesses the above patterns in Levels 1 and 2 plus schwas and
inflected words in mostly multi-syllabic words. Level 4 includes all of the above plus
derived words, however; none of the students in this study attained Level 4. (Refer to
Table 3 for the complete listing of specific orthographic spelling patterns.)
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Following selection of the appropriate level, the Main Test Module begins. The
number of spelling words and the approximate testing time for each level are shown in
Table 3. With the completion of the Main Test, the program analyzes spelling pattern
errors and determines whether additional testing is needed. If needed, six additional subtest modules are available and the program automatically provides the correct module(s)
for additional testing. The computer program then conducts a final analysis and provides
a printed report detailing spelling pattern analysis. (Refer to Appendix C for a sample
report.)
Table 3
SPELL Main Test Module Levels, Number of Spelling Words, and Testing Time
(Masterson, et al., 2002)
________________________________________________________________________
Level
Number of Spelling Words
Approximate Testing Time
One
82
30-40 minutes
Two
141
35-45 minutes
Three
179
45-60 minutes
Four
184
45-60 minutes
________________________________________________________________________
The SPELL prepares a printed report that lists the percent correct for each specific
orthographic spelling pattern. These 120 patterns have been collapsed into 11 broad
spelling categories for the purpose of this study. The SPELL also generates a report that
indicates which spelling component(s) are attributing to the spelling errors. (Refer to
Appendix D for a sample report.) Table 4 provides a detailed listing of each broad
spelling category with the specific orthographic spelling patterns contained in each.
Determination of the underlying spelling component(s) for spelling error patterns is based
on a proprietary algorithm. A brief synopsis of the algorithms for each spelling
component and an example is contained in Table 5. Both of these printed reports will
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provide potential target patterns that could be addressed for intervention (i.e., any scores
at 60% or below are considered patterns not learned).
Table 4
SPELL Specific Orthographic Spelling Patterns within the Broad Spelling
Categories and Their Levels (Masterson, et al., 2002)
_______________________________________________________________________
Broad Spelling Categories & Specific Orthographic
Spelling Patterns

SPELL Level

Consonants
b, d, p, t, v, z
f, m n, x
r, l
g, h, w, y, qu
hard c
k
soft c
s
z, zh spelled with s
j
soft g
flapped tt, dd, t, d
sh, ch, zh spelled as ci, ti, si

1, 2, 3, 4

Consonant Digraphs
ng
wh
sh
initial ch
final ch, tch
ck
th

1, 2, 3, 4

Short Vowels
short a
short e
short i
short o
short u

1, 2, 3, 4
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Broad Spelling Categories & Specific Orthographic
Spelling Patterns (continued)
Long Vowels
long a
a spelled as aCe
a spelled as ey, ay, ai
long e
e spelled as ee, ea, y, ey, i, ie
long I
i spelled as iCe
i spelled as y, ie, igh
long o
o spelled as oCe
o spelled as oa, ough, ow
long u
u spelled as uCe
u spelled as ue, oo , o, ui

SPELL Level
1, 2, 3, 4

Other Vowels
au, augh, o, aw
diphthongs oy, oi, au

2, 3, 4

Within Word Doubling
bb, pp, tt, dd, nn, mm, ff, ss, ll, rr

2, 3, 4

Clusters
nasal - n + consonant, m + consonant, ng + consonant
liquid clusters
consonant + l, consonant + r
s-clusters & abutting consonants
sc, sk, sm, sn, sp, squ, st, sw & abutting

2, 3, 4

Vocalic /r/ + /l/
vocalic r spelled as er, ir, or, ur, ear, our
vocalic l spelled as el, al, le

2, 3, 4

Silent Letters (e and consonants)
conditioning silent e
non-conditioning silent e & silent consonants

2, 3, 4

Schwas (Unstressed Vowels)
schwa in 2-syllable words
schwa in 3-syllable words
schwa in 4+ syllable words

3, 4
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Broad Spelling Categories & Specific Orthographic
Spelling Patterns (continued)

SPELL Level

Inflected Words
3, 4
-ed, -ing following short vowel
-ed, -ing following long vowel
-s, -es plural or third person singular
________________________________________________________________________
NOTE: The final category in SPELL, Derived Words, is assessed at Level Four. It was
not included as none of the participants were assessed at Level Four.
Table 5
SPELL Criteria for Each Spelling Component Analysis and Examples
____________________________________________________________________
Spelling
Component
Phonological

Algorithm

Example

Sound or phoneme is not represented

staw for straw
smock for smoke
Orthographic
Incorrect spelling pattern observed
-shen for –tion, -sion
heming for hemming
Morphological Affixes spelled incorrectly, and/or not plentyfull for plentiful
utilizing base word spelling
disceplenary (discipline)
MOI
Spelled phonetically correct
smoak for smoke
mete for meet
_____________________________________________________________________
The SPELL presents results with a raw score (ratio of incorrect to total correct
spelling) and the percentage of accuracy. Each level lists broad spelling categories. For
example, Level 3 contains the following broad spelling categories: consonants,
consonant digraphs, short vowels, long vowels, other vowels, within word doubling,
clusters, vocalic /r/ and /l/, silent letters, schwas, and inflected words. Level 4 contains all
of the above broad patterns and also includes derived words. Under each broad spelling
category, multiple orthographic spellings patterns are provided. (Refer to Table 3 for the
broad spelling categories in each level and the specific orthographic spelling patterns
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contained within each.) The patterns were evaluated and the results are printed in a report
which includes the number correct and a percent of accuracy.
Validity. The SPELL is a criterion-referenced measure and operates on a
computerized algorithm. As such the SPELL assesses each student’s spelling based on
that student’s level of performance only. A study recently conducted by Mooney and
Masterson (2006) investigated the criterion validity of the SPELL against other spelling
measures, in particular the TWS-4. This study compared the spelling abilities of 135
students in the first through sixth grades. A significant positive correlation of .94 was
found between the SPELL and the TWS-4.
Data Analysis
The purpose of this study was to determine whether a difference exists between
students with atypical and typical spelling when matched by spelling age. The following
questions were asked: (a) are the differences between the groups significant when the
errors are analyzed by the number of recommendations listed within each spelling
components (i.e., phonological, orthographic, morphological, and mental orthographic
images)?, (b) are the differences between the groups significant when errors are analyzed
by the number of specific orthographic spelling patterns mastered within each broad
spelling categories?, and (c) are the differences between the groups significant when the
total percent correct of spelling possibilities within each broad spelling category are
analyzed?
Since the pairs were matched based on the same spelling-age, it was hypothesized
that the matched pairs would exhibit similar spelling error characteristics. Therefore, it
was expected that the matched pairs would be tested at the same spelling level of the
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experimental SPELL. For these fourteen matched pairs that tested at the same SPELL
level, inferential statistics were reported, while spelling age, chronological age, and
SPELL level were reported for the six pairs that tested at different SPELL levels.
Matched Pairs with the Same SPELL Level
Question One. The data from the matched pairs were analyzed based on the three
research questions. The first analysis investigated the underlying causes for spelling
errors based on four spelling components. The SPELL incorporates an algorithm on the
CD to determine if each spelling error was attributed to a phonological, orthographic,
morphological, and/or MOI deficit. The SPELL produced a written report indicating the
number of recommendations for spelling patterns under each spelling component. These
recommendations were derived from spelling errors which occurred in the specific
orthographic spelling patterns presented on the SPELL. (Refer to Appendix D for a
sample report.) The total number of recommendations for each component was tallied
and these data were entered into a one way MANOVA (i.e., the number of
recommendations were entered as the dependents variables) to determine whether the two
groups differed significantly in the number of recommendations.
Regarding the phonological component, it was hypothesized that the older
students with atypical spelling would produce significantly more phonologically based
errors than the spelling-age matched students with typical spelling based on results of
previous studies. It was further hypothesized that the students with atypical spelling
would produce fewer errors than their matched partners when the remaining three
spelling components were analyzed.
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Question Two. An ANCOVA was utilized for Questions Two and Three with the
students’ age as the covariate. Using the age as a covariate helped control for age as a
factor in the spelling errors. The analysis for Question Two investigated whether a
significant difference existed between the two groups regarding the total number of
specific orthographic spelling patterns mastered within a broad spelling category. A
spelling pattern is considered to be mastered with a score of 60% or higher spelling
accuracy for each spelling pattern assessed. Level One contained four broad spelling
categories and within each category are specific orthographic spelling patterns. For
example, the broad spelling category for consonants contained 14 specific patterns,
consonant digraphs with seven patterns and short and long vowels containing five
different patterns each. The total number of correct specific orthographic patterns
mastered was tallied and the total number for each broad spelling category was compared
between the groups.
Three separate analyses were conducted based on the spelling level of the
matched pairs. All fourteen pairs spelled words in Level One which contained the broad
spelling categories of consonants, consonant digraphs, short vowels and long vowels.
Three pairs tested at Level One only and they were eliminated from the Level Two
analysis which then contained eleven matched pairs. The broad spelling categories
analyzed in Level Two were other vowels, within word doubling, clusters, vocalic /r/ and
/l/, and silent letters. Three pairs tested at Level Two and they were eliminated from the
third analysis which left the eight remaining matched pairs for testing at Level Three. The
broad spelling categories assessed at Level Three were unstressed vowels and inflected
words.
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To summarize, ANCOVAs were conducted for Question Two. The first
ANCOVA contained all fourteen matched pairs: (two [atypical, typical] x four
[consonants, consonant digraphs, short vowels, long vowels] with age in months as the
covariate). The second ANCOVA contained eleven matched pairs: (two [atypical,
typical] x 5 [other vowels, within word doubling, clusters, vocalic /r/ and /l/, and silent
letters] with age in months as the covariate). Finally, the third ANCOVA contained eight
matched pairs: (two [atypical, typical] x two [unstressed vowels, inflected words] with
age in months as the covariate).
Previous studies have not investigated student spelling with regard to mastery of
specific orthographic spelling patterns. It was hypothesized that students with atypical
spelling would exhibit similar spelling characteristics as their spelling-age matched peers
regarding mastery of specific spelling patterns because they were matched by spelling
age.
Question Three. Three ANCOVAs for Question Three were conducted similar to
those in Question Two. Whereas Question Two investigated whether a difference existed
between the groups regarding specific orthographic spelling patterns within each broad
spelling category, Question Three analyzed whether a difference existed between the
groups regarding the total percent spelled correctly within each broad spelling category.
A total number of spelling opportunities within each broad spelling category was
used for this analysis because as the SPELL levels increased so did the number of words
assessed for each broad spelling category. For example, the total number of opportunities
tested in the consonant group for Level One was 118, compared to 175 in Level Two and
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248 in Level Three. The total number possible was divided into the total correct to derive
a total percent correct for each broad spelling category.
Three ANCOVAs were conducted for Question Three. The first ANCOVA
contained all fourteen matched pairs assessed at Level One: (two [atypical, typical] x four
[percent correct for consonants, consonant digraphs, short vowels, long vowels] with age
in months as the covariate). The second ANCOVA contained eleven matched pairs
assessed at Level Two: (two [atypical, typical] x five [percent correct for other vowels,
within word doubling, clusters, vocalic /r/ and /l/, and silent letters] with age in months as
the covariate). The third ANCOVA contained eight matched pairs assessed at Level
Three: (two [atypical, typical] x two [percent correct for unstressed vowels, inflected
words] with age in months as the covariate). It was hypothesized that both groups would
perform similarly.
Test/Retest Reliability
The SPELL is a criterion-referenced assessment. Therefore, for the purposes of
this study, ten percent of the participants were reassessed to verify test-retest reliability.
Four students were randomly chosen. Retesting occurred within two weeks of the original
test of each student.
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CHAPTER IV
Results
The primary purpose of this study was to compare spelling abilities of students
with atypical spelling to spelling-age matched younger students with typical spelling.
Spelling errors in this study were analyzed prescriptively. The error analysis consisted of
the four underlying spelling components (phonological, orthographic, morphological, and
MOIs) needed for proficient spelling and also specific orthographic spelling patterns
(e.g., ee, ea, ey, etc.) grouped into broad spelling categories (consonants, short vowels,
long vowels, etc.). Previous studies have analyzed spelling errors based on a percentage
correct or phonetically correct approach which does not help explain the underlying cause
for specific spelling errors. This study provided an individualized account of the
underlying cause of spelling errors for each participant and specific orthographic spelling
patterns which have not yet been learned. The results for both groups were compared and
analyzed to determine whether a significant difference existed between students with
atypical spelling and students with typical spelling abilities, based on the three research
questions proposed in this study.
Three research questions were initiated in this study. Question One pertained to
the four underlying spelling components. Is the difference between the groups significant
when the errors are analyzed by the number of recommendations listed within each
spelling component (i.e., phonological, orthographic, morphological, and mental
orthographic images)? It was hypothesized that the students with atypical spelling would
produce significantly more errors in the phonological component but would exhibit
similar or better ability in the orthographic and morphological components.
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Whereas Question One examined the spelling components, Questions Two and
Three both investigated the specific spelling patterns but grouped the data differently to
answer different questions. The purpose for Question Two was to determine if the two
groups differed in the number of specific orthographic spelling patterns mastered within
each broad spelling category (consonants, long vowels, etc.). The data were analyzed
based on these broad spelling categories for Question Two. The purpose for Question
Three investigated whether students with atypical spelling differed from the students with
typical spelling when the total number of possible spellings within each broad spelling
category was analyzed.
Question One
The purpose for Question One was to ascertain which, if any, of the four
underlying spelling components could account for the errors made by the atypical group
and if they differed from their spelling-age matched peers. The experimental SPELL with
its algorithm to determine the underlying cause for the spelling errors dissected each
misspelled word to determine which of the four components, if any, were responsible.
After all errors were analyzed, the SPELL produced a report that listed the number of
recommendations for each component. (Refer to Appendix C for a sample report.) The
total number of recommendations for each component was entered into a one way
MANOVA.
The independent variable was group (atypical, typical) and the four spelling
components were the dependent variables. (Refer to Table 6 for the descriptive statistics
regarding Question One.) The differences for the four components were not significant.
The results for each component are as follows: Phonological, F (1, 13) = .819, ns;
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Orthographic, F (1, 13) = .160, ns; MOI, F (1, 13) =.353, ns; and Morphological, F (1, 7)
= .025, ns. (Refer to Table 7 for the complete MANOVA summary.)
Table 6
Question One Descriptive Statistics – Number of Recommendations for each Spelling
Component (SC)
________________________________________________________________________
N
Mean (sd)
SC
Atyp Typ
Atypical
Typical
Phonological

14

14

Orthographic

14

MOI

14

.57

(.94)

.93 (1.14)

14

2.00 (1.30)

1.79 (1.53)

14

5.07 (2.46)

4.50 (2.62)

Morphological
8
8
1.75 (1.28)
1.63 (1.85)
_______________________________________________________________________
Table 7
One Way MANOVA Summary for Question One – Spelling Components (SC)
________________________________________________________________________
LC

df

SS

MS

F

p

Effect Size

Phonological

1

.893

.893

.819

ns

.031

Orthographic

1

.321

.321

.160

ns

.006

MOI

1

2.286

2.286

.353

ns

.013

Morphological

1

.063

.063

.025

ns

.002

________________________________________________________________________
Question Two
The purpose for Question Two was to examine the specific orthographic spelling
patterns within a broad spelling category, (i.e., spelling patterns such as hard ‘c’, ‘zh’
spelled with ‘s’, or flapped ‘t’ or ‘d’ in the consonant category). Then the number of
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spelling patterns mastered at 60% and higher for each category was compared to
determine if a significant difference existed between the groups.
To determine whether a significant difference existed between the students with
atypical and typical spelling regarding mastery of specific orthographic spelling patterns
within a broad spelling category, a two (atypical, typical) x eleven (broad spelling
categories) ANCOVA was conducted. The between-subjects ANCOVA was calculated to
determine the effect of chronological age on each of the broad spelling categories for
both groups. The independent variable was group and the student’s chronological age
was added as the covariate. The dependent variables included 11 broad spelling
categories: consonants, consonant digraphs, short vowels, long vowels, other vowels,
within word doubling, clusters, vocalic /r/ and /l/, silent letters, schwas, and inflected
words.
The SPELL contains four different spelling levels, although only three were given
based on the spelling abilities of the participants of this study. No student scored high
enough to qualify for Level 4. All fourteen pairs were entered into the data for Level One
SPELL group (consonants, consonant digraphs, short vowels, and long vowels). Three
pairs only scored as high as Level One and these pairs then were eliminated from the next
analysis. Eleven pairs remained in the Level Two SPELL group (other vowels, within
word doubling, clusters, vocalic /r/ and /l/, silent letters). Three additional pairs scored as
high as Level Two and these pairs were also eliminated from the next analysis. Eight
pairs remained in the Level Three SPELL group and the final analysis for schwas and
inflected words categories was conducted.
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Results from the ANCOVA indicated that age but not group was significantly
related to one broad spelling category, consonants (F(1, 13) = 4.70, p < .05).
Furthermore, age was not a factor with the remaining ten broad spelling categories and
the difference for group regarding these categories was not significant. The difference
between group; however, was not significant for the consonant category (F(1,13) = 4.24,
p > .05) for the students with atypical spelling (M = 97.71, SD = 3.75) or for the students
with typical spelling (M = 98.00, SD = 4.08). Because significance was found for age, the
broad spelling categories were re-entered as ANOVAs. None of the eleven categories
indicated significance. (Refer to Table 8 for the descriptive statistics and to Table 9 for
the ANCOVA summary of the broad spelling categories.)
Data from fourteen pairs of students were collected from the SPELL printed
report which evaluated the specific patterns of the words spelled. The SPELL presents a
pretest and based on spelling ability of this pretest, the students were placed in either
Level 1, 2, or 3. Each level increases in the amount of words and patterns. For example,
the consonant category contained eight patterns possible for students who tested at Level
1 and 12 patterns possible for each of Levels 2 and 3. (Refer to Appendix A for a full
account of the variations across the three SPELL levels.).
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Table 8
Question Two Descriptive Statistics – Number of Specific Orthographic Spelling Patterns
Mastered within Each Broad Spelling Category
________________________________________________________________________
N
Mean (sd)
Categories

Atypical Typical

Atypical

Typical

Consonant

14

14

97.71 (3.75)

98.00 (4.08)

Consonant Digraphs

14

14

77.50 (16.68)

84.71 (17.32)

Short Vowels

14

14

95.71 (8.52)

95.71 (8.52)

Long Vowels

14

14

72.71 (30.38)

71.50 (23.83)

Other Vowels

11

11

90.91 (20.23)

Within Word Doubling

11

11

63.64 (32.33)

Clusters

11

11

Vocalic /r/ and /l/

11

Silent Letters
Schwas

100.00

100.00

(.00)

86.36 (23.56)

(.00)

95.45 (10.13)

11

72.73 (34.38)

77.27 (34.38)

11

11

63.64 (32.33)

81.82 (25.23)

8

8

62.50 (35.36)

68.75 (25.88)

Inflected Words
8
8
56.25 (32.04)
59.38 (46.17)
________________________________________________________________________
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Table 9
ANCOVA Summary for Question Two – Number of Specific Orthographic Spelling Patterns Mastered
SS

MS
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Categories

n

df

Age

Group

Age

Consonants

28

1

63.15

56.94

63.15

Consonant Digraphs

28

1

6.55

31.12

Short Vowels

28

1

220.05

Long Vowels

28

1

Other Vowels

22

W/in Word Doubling

F
Group

p

Age

Group

Age

Group

56.94

4.703

4.241

.040*

.050

6.55

31.12

.022

.104

.884

.750

182.28

220.05

182.28

3.303

2.736

.081

.111

63.26

34.91

63.26

34.91

.082

.045

.777

.883

1

147.26

405.78

147.26

405.78

.709

1.955

.410

.178

22

1

934.22

2556.82

934.22

2556.82

1.185

3.244

.290

.088

Clusters

22

1

.32

26.12

.32

26.12

.006

.485

.939

.494

Vocalic /r/ & /l/

22

1

19.35

.40

19.35

.40

.016

.000

.902

.986

Silent Letters

22

1

779.00

1898.54

779.00

1898.54

.923

2.249

.349

.150

Schwas

16

1

1332.56

1484.64

1332.56

1484.64

1.431

1.594

.253

.229

Inflected Words
16
1
487.54
520.59
487.54
520.59
.293
.313
.597
.585
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question Three
While Question Two investigated specific spelling patterns attributing to students’
spelling errors within each broad category, Question Three examined the total percent
correct of spelling possibilities within each broad spelling category and then compared
the two groups. Each level of the SPELL test contains a different total number of
opportunities for each broad spelling category. All of the categories analyzed for
Question Three contained different numbers of spelling opportunities for each category.
For example, in the consonant broad spelling category, Level One contained 118 total
opportunities possible, Level Two contained 175 total opportunities possible, and Level
Three contained 248 total opportunities possible. This variation occurred in all of the
categories in the analysis. A percentage correct for each broad spelling category was
derived by dividing the total opportunities possible into the total opportunities accrued.
(Refer to Appendix A for a full account of the variations across the SPELL levels.)
In previous spelling studies, only the overall total percent correct was analyzed.
The purpose of this study was to analyze spelling errors by the broad spelling categories
in an attempt to detect a specific area that may be problematic for students with atypical
spelling abilities. The independent variable was group and the student’s chronological
age was added as the covariate. The dependent variables included 11 broad spelling
categories: consonants, consonant digraphs, short vowels, long vowels, other vowels,
within word doubling, clusters, vocalic /r/ and /l/, silent letters, schwas, and inflected
words.
A two (atypical, typical) x eleven (broad spelling categories) ANCOVA was
conducted with age entered as the covariate. The same issue regarding the varying
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amounts across the three SPELL levels that occurred with Question Two also occurred
with Question Three.
Results from Question Three ANCOVA indicated that age was not a factor and
the differences between the groups regarding the eleven broad spelling categories were
not significant. The descriptive statistics for Question Three can be found in Table 10 and
the ANCOVA summary is listed in Table 11.
Table 10
Question Three Descriptive Statistics – Total Percent Correct of Spelling
Possibilities within each Broad Spelling Category
________________________________________________________________________
N
Mean (sd)
Categories

Atyp

Typ

Atypical

Typical

Consonants

14

14

94.21 (3.07)

94.36 (3.27)

Consonant Digraphs

14

14

83.64 (8.63)

86.93 (9.91)

Short Vowels

14

14

91.07 (7.31)

90.43 (8.64)

Long Vowels

14

14

74.93 (17.25)

71.00 (20.00)

Other Vowels

11

11

80.93 (9.09)

87.82 (7.18)

Within Word Doubling 11

11

66.09 (15.02)

80.00 (9.34)

Clusters

11

11

91.64 (2.98)

88.55 (7.39)

Vocalic /r/ & /l/

11

11

66.36 (10.87)

71.82 (11.51)

Silent Letters

11

11

72.45 (13.98)

76.09 (17.20)

Schwas

8

8

68.63 (10.14)

70.88 (13.55)

Inflected Words

8

8

61.75 (12.80)

64.00 (16.84)

________________________________________________________________________
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Table 11
ANCOVA Summary for Question Three - Total Percent Correct of Spelling Possibilities within Each Broad Spelling Category
Category

SS

df
Age Group

Age

MS

Group

Age

F

Group

Age

p

Group

Age

Group
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Consonants

1

1

10.64

9.77

10.64

9.77

1.06

.97

.313

.333

Consonant Digraphs

1

1

22.74

5.45

22.74

5.45

.26

.01

.617

.938

Short Vowels

1

1

225.64

168.14

225.64

168.14

3.92

2.92

.059

.100

Long Vowels

1

1

532.62

278.85

532.62

278.85

1.56

.82

.223

.375

Other Vowels

1

1

109.07

269.32

109.07

269.32

l.68

4.15

.081

.179

W/in Word Doubling 1

1

91.01

514.20

91.01

514.20

.568

3.21

.460

.089

Clusters

1

1

11.05

.02

11.05

.02

.336

.000

.569

.982

Vocalic /r/ & /l/

1

1

63.23 161.07

63.23 161.07

.492

1.253

.492

.277

Silent Letters

1

1

4.13

30.38

4.13

30.38

.016

.118

.901

.735

Schwas

1

1

258.36

275.24

258.36

275.24

.189

.176

1.92

2.05

Inflected Words
1
1
92.12 112.02
92.12 112.02
.394
.479
.541
.501
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Test – Retest Reliability
A random selection of four students (e.g., 10% of the sample) was retested for
reliability purposes. Retesting occurred within two weeks of the original test date for each
of the four students by the primary investigator. Because the SPELL is a criterionreferenced assessment, students were expected to test within the same SPELL level as
their original test. Each of the four students performed at the same SPELL level as their
original test. The total number of points possible was tallied for both the original test and
the retest. All four students scored higher on the retest, which is to be expected due to
“practice effect.” The test – retest scores are listed in Table 12 and Table 13 lists the
correlation for the test-retest reliability.
Table 12
Total Points Accrued for both Test and Retest Reliability of the SPELL
________________________________________________
Student
Test
Retest
Percent
1

259

269

96%

2

291

300

97%

3

312

322

97%

4
496
498
100%
_______________________________________________
Table 13
Correlation Matrix for Test-Retest Reliability of the SPELL
_____________________________________________________________________
N
Mean (sd)
r
Sig.
Test

4

339.50 (106.59)

1.00

.000*

Retest
4
347.25 (102.83)
1.00
.000*
__________________________________________________________________
* p < .01
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CHAPTER V
Discussion
Previous research studies have compared spelling errors of atypical spellers to
typical spellers using various combinations of spelling components (Bruck & Treiman,
1990; Lennox & Siegel, 1993; Meyler & Breznitz, 2003; Moats, 1983; Nelson, 1980),
while Hart, et al. (in press) is the only recent study that has investigated all four spelling
components (phonological, orthographic, morphological, and MOIs) simultaneously.
Question One of this study simultaneously analyzed spelling errors based on the four
spelling components. Questions Two and Three compared overall spelling ability of
students with atypical spelling to students with typical spelling with regard to specific
orthographic spelling patterns and the total number of possible spellings contained in
each of the broad spelling categories, respectively.
Question One
The purpose of Question One was to examine spelling ability based on the four
spelling components and compare spelling errors of older students with atypical spelling
to younger students with typical spelling. It was hypothesized that the older students with
atypical spelling would produce significantly more phonological errors than the spellingage matched younger students, but that the older students would produce fewer
orthographic, morphological, and mental orthographic images (MOI) type errors. Based
on a one way MANOVA, the results for Question One indicated differences were not
significant for any of the spelling components which was not expected. Also, the two
groups did not perform as expected within the four components.
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The results of Question One suggest that students with atypical spelling perform
at the same level on the SPELL as their spelling-age matched peers. A review of the
spelling grade levels of students with atypical spelling indicated that they are functioning
well below their grade level in spelling. Of the fourteen students with atypical spelling,
three (20%) students are performing 6 to 7 years behind their actual grade, nine (65%) are
performing 3 to 5 years behind their actual grade, and two (15%) were performing 2
years behind their actual grade.
Question Two
Minimal research (Hart, et al., in press; Hauerwas & Walker, 2003) has been
conducted comparing the type of spelling errors that students with atypical and typical
spelling make. The purpose of Question Two was to ascertain whether students with
atypical spelling differed regarding mastery of the specific orthographic spelling patterns
when compared to their matched partners with typical spelling. Each broad spelling
category (i.e., consonants, consonant digraphs, short vowels, long vowels, etc.)
contained a different number of patterns. (Refer to Table 4 for the complete listing of
patterns and categories.) The total number of specific orthographic spelling patterns
mastered within each broad spelling category was totaled, and the two groups were
compared to determine whether a difference existed in the number of patterns mastered
within each broad spelling category. An ANCOVA was conducted for each broad
spelling category, with age entered as the covariate. It was hypothesized that students
with atypical spelling would perform better than the students with typical spelling
because they had more school-based knowledge.
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Results from multiple ANCOVAs indicated that the difference for group was not
significant (i.e., atypical, typical) across all broad spelling categories. Significance,
however; the difference for age was significant (p < .05) in the Consonant broad spelling
category (e.g., hard and soft ‘c’ and ‘k,’ etc.), indicating that age was a contributing
factor over group. The younger students have had less spelling instruction than the older
students. The students with atypical spelling performed similarly to students with typical
spelling with regard to the number of multiple spelling patterns mastered which differed
from the results of the Hart, et al. (in press) and the Hauerwas and Walker (2003) studies.
Several differences noted in the Hart, et al. (in press) included a smaller sample
size (i.e., four matched pairs), the students with atypical spelling had severe expressive
language deficits and used AAC devices for communication. Most importantly, Hart, et
al. reported the percentage of errors only and conducted no inferential statistical analysis.
Although the students with atypical spelling made more errors, it was not determined
whether the differences were statistically significant.
The participants in the Hauerwas and Walker (2003) study included sixth through
eighth graders with atypical spelling who were spelling-age matched to second and third
graders with typical spelling. The purpose of their study was to examine spelling
accuracy regarding base words and base words with inflected morphemes. Hauerwas and
Walker reported that students with atypical spelling exhibited a significant difference
when spelling both base words and the base words with inflected morphemes. The
current study was unable to replicate these results because only the participants who were
tested at SPELL Level Three received base words with inflected morphemes. Eight
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matched pairs in the current study were assessed at Level Three while the remaining six
pairs did not receive inflected words in SPELL Levels One and Two.
Question Three
Although Question Two analyzed the number of specific orthographic spelling
patterns mastered within each broad spelling category, Question Three examined the
same data by counting the total percent correct of spelling possibilities within each of the
broad spelling categories and comparing differences between the two groups. Question
Three investigated the students’ overall spelling ability within each broad spelling
category.
Results of multiple ANCOVAs indicated that the differences were not significant
between students with atypical and typical spelling for either age or group. Interestingly,
examination of error patterns in several broad spelling categories provided insightful new
information. In the Short Vowel category, five sounds were assessed (e.g., cat, bed, did,
mop, bun). Both groups exhibited comparable ability. In the Other Vowel category,
diphthongs (e.g., loyal, avoid, house) and other vowels (e.g., law, caught, put, etc.) were
assessed. The older students spelled fewer words correct in the Other Vowel category.
Other categories with large discrepancies included the Within Word Doubling, Vocalic /r/
and /l/, and silent letters. Regardless of the outcome presented (i.e., difference was not
significant between the two groups), the results contained new information not previously
reported.
Although Treiman (1997) found the difference was not significant in her study of
spelling-age matched students with atypical and typical spelling, her study contained a
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few spelling patterns. The current study investigated 120 spelling patterns, and the results
revealed that the difference between the groups was not significant.
In Questions Two and Three, the same data were analyzed in different ways.
Spelling patterns mastered (60% criterion) within each broad spelling category were
analyzed in Question 2, and Question Three investigated the same data by the total
number of possible spellings within each of the same broad spelling categories. For
example, the broad spelling category, Short Vowels, contained five different spelling
patterns utilizing 33 spelling possibilities. Question Two examined the five patterns in
that category for mastery, while Question Three analyzed how many of the 33 spelling
possibilities were spelled accurately. (Refer to Appendix A for a complete listing.) The
results of Questions Two and Three indicated that the errors were similar in nature.
Additional research is needed regarding characteristics of students with atypical spelling
Educational Implications
For the last 80 – 90 years, spelling has been “taught” as a visual memory task, in
which students are given a weekly spelling list and instructed to memorize these words.
The words on the list could be chosen randomly, be related to topics to be taught that
week, or be related to specific spelling patterns students were to learn. The words chosen
for the weekly list were at the discretion of the classroom teacher. At the end of the week,
students were then given a spelling dictation test based on the weekly list. The words
were scored either as correct or incorrect and converted to a percent correct score.
This method presents several problems with respect to the current evidence
regarding spelling. The first problem concerns the visual memory spelling task itself.
This type of spelling task is not supported by current research (Schlagal, 2001) because it
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does not account for the various spelling components needed to become a proficient
speller. Many students need instruction regarding the phonological, orthographic, and
morphological aspects of words. Advocates for visual memory spelling assume that
students will be able to memorize and eventually form an accurate MOI for each word
memorized. The implication being that students will implicitly recognize the specific
orthographic spelling patterns and be able to decompose words into the base word and its
subsequent affixes (e.g., happiness = happy + ness). Students need explicit teaching
regarding phonology, orthographic spelling patterns, meanings of affixes, and how they
change meanings of words (Carlisle, 2006; Ehri, 2000).
The second problem involves the method for scoring spelling words. Scoring as
either correct or incorrect provides no information into the type of spelling error being
made by the student. Analyzing the spelling errors according to four spelling components
provides the needed information to illustrate the type of errors students make and also to
develop an instructional plan for the student.
The third problem involves visual rote memorization which does not function as
explicit spelling instruction. The review of the literature in this study indicated that
spelling instruction should be taught explicitly; rather than memorization of a list of
words. This would appear to apply to students with poor spelling abilities, especially.
Instruction should include not only specific orthographic spelling patterns but also
morphological and phonological information. Although the level of instruction will vary
by school, the majority of spelling instruction in public schools involving spelling
patterns is conducted by the regular or special education teachers. The focus in the
classrooms revolves around print (i.e., reading and writing skills). Teachers in the regular
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classroom typically teach students specific orthographic spelling patterns in isolation.
Students are taught how the “silent e” changes the preceding vowel from a short to a long
vowel sound. Generally, the next pattern taught is the two vowels together, usually
teaching the following mnemonic: When two vowels go walking, the first one does the
talking (i.e., oa creates a long o sound as in boat, ai creates a long a sound as in rain,
etc.). These patterns are taught randomly with no connection to teaching the specific
orthographic spelling patterns available for each individual sound.
In contrast to the classroom, Speech-Language Pathologists (SLPs) focus first on
the phonological aspects (i.e., the sound system) and then connect the letters to the
sounds (i.e., the alphabetic principle). The sound system must be intact before students
can make that letter to sound correspondence. Once this has occurred, the SLPs provide
instruction to students regarding specific orthographic spelling patterns and also the
morphological markers that change meanings of words. Many teachers in the schools
have received little or no phonological and morphological instruction in their education,
and many have expressed that they do not feel competent in these areas. This scenario
presents an excellent opportunity for the classroom teacher and the SLP to collaborate in
designing assessment and instructional materials for students in reading, spelling, and
writing because teaching spelling has been shown to improve reading and writing
abilities.
In order to accomplish the suggested changes, the current mindset in the schools
regarding spelling needs to incorporate a more explicit method of teaching. Continuing to
administer spelling tests based solely on memorization does not provide any insight into
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why a student makes specific spelling errors, nor does it elicit any information that can be
useful for developing instructional strategies for students with atypical spelling.
A final consideration involves comparing typical and atypical students who are
spelling-age matched. Younger students with typical spelling ability eventually acquire
the necessary spelling components to become proficient spellers. An erroneous
assumption is the belief that students with atypical spelling who perform similarly to
spelling-age matched students will eventually acquire the same spelling knowledge.
Unfortunately, for these students with atypical spelling, they do not “catch up” and
continue to exhibit spelling deficits throughout adulthood.
Limitations of the Study
Several limitations may have affected the results of the current study: the sample
size, homogeneity of the sample, the severity of the students’ spelling deficits (i.e., small
sample size for students with the most severe spelling deficits based on Levels One and
Two on the SPELL), the students’ chronological ages, and the design of the SPELL. The
most important limitation of this study involved the sample size of 20 students for each
group (atypical and typical).
A second limitation concerns the students selected for this study. The participants
of this study attended an affluent, suburban school district in a metropolitan area of a
large city in the Midwest. The majority (85%) of the students derived from EuropeanAmerican backgrounds while the remaining students were from African-American (10%)
or Hispanic (5%) backgrounds. The participants of this study were not representative of
the US Census demographics or the metropolitan area in which the school district is
situated. Ethnicity was not factored into this study because the focus was to investigate
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atypical and typical students’ spelling abilities matched by spelling age only without
consideration for gender or ethnicity.
The third limitation of this study involves the level of severity of the students with
atypical spelling. Participants were selected from the available resource rooms from the
selected school district. To be selected for this study, students with atypical spelling were
required to be at or below the 24th percentile on the TWS-4. Of the 14 students with
atypical spelling from the matched pairs group, 11 of them (78%) received spelling ages
equivalent to third or fourth grade while the remaining three pairs (22%) exhibited
spelling ages equivalent to first or second grade based on the arbitrary spelling age of the
TWS-4. A more equitable distribution of students with atypical spelling across all grade
levels may have yielded different results.
A fourth consideration concerned the chronological ages of all the students in this
study. Students were chosen based on their grade and then the spelling age from the
TWS-4. Several students in both groups were actually one year older than the grade in
which they were enrolled, which suggests that they initially started school a year later or
were retained at some point in their education. Based on his age, one second grader in the
typical group should have been in third grade. Also, his percentile ranking on the TWS-4
was borderline between the two groups. This student was eliminated from the study
because he had received an equivalent second grade spelling age but was actually third
grade age and had marginal spelling ability. Future studies should ensure that the age of
the participants in both groups reflect their actual grade level.
Finally, the SPELL was designed to be an assessment and a criterion-referenced
instructional tool. As such, the SPELL provides the needed information for determining
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the underlying spelling components and specific orthographic spelling patterns affecting
students’ spelling abilities. The SPELL also provides detailed spelling instructions to be
implemented by teachers or parents. The output data of the SPELL; however, does not
lend itself as a research tool due to its variability across the multiple SPELL levels.
Future Research
Future research should address several issues. First, minimal research has been
conducted regarding the characteristics of students with atypical and typical spelling. The
few existing studies have had small sample sizes. Future studies should include a larger
sample size which could provide more reliable data. In conjunction with using a larger
sample, an effort should be made to balance the severity of the students with atypical
spelling. In the current study, the percentile scores for 20% of the students with atypical
spelling fell at or below the 2nd percentile (the qualifying range for special education
services), 10% were between the 5th and the 10th percentile, while the remaining 70% of
the participants performed between the 11th to the 21st percentile. (Refer to Appendix B
for a complete listing.) It is unknown at this time whether significant differences would
occur between students with atypical spelling who exhibit more severe spelling deficits
and students with atypical spelling who exhibit less severe spelling deficits.
Following analysis of a larger sample of a homogenous group, further research
should be conducted using a more diverse population to determine if differences exist
among the various ethnic groups. Future studies also should include a more
representative population based on the US Census or local demographics.
Investigating specific orthographic spelling patterns according to a 60% mastery
criteria may be too low to be a sensitive measure. Raising the mastery level to 75% or
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80% accuracy may provide a more sensitive measure of spelling differences between
atypical and typical spelling. Further research is needed regarding mastery levels.
Finally, research from this area of spelling ability continues to produce
contradictory evidence. More studies regarding the underlying spelling components and
specific orthographic spelling patterns are needed as minimal research has been
conducted to date.
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APPENDIX A
TOTAL NUMBER OF PATTERNS MASTERED FOR QUESTION TWO AND
NUMBER OF ITEMS POSSIBLE FOR QUESTION THREE
________________________________________________________________________
No. of Patterns Mastered

No. of Items Possible

Level

Level

Category

1

2

3

1

2

3

Consonants

8

12

12

118

175

248

Consonant Digraphs

7

7

7

38

36

43

Short Vowels

5

5

5

33

52

68

Long Vowels

9

13

14

51

82

98

Other Vowels

-

2

2

-

14

15

Within Word Doubling

-

2

2

-

15

18

Clusters

-

4

4

-

46

54

Vocalic /r/ & /l/

-

2

2

-

28

30

Silent Letters

-

2

2

-

28

25

Schwas

-

-

2

-

-

45

Inflected Words

-

-

4

-

-

67

________________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX B
TEST SCORES FOR INCLUSIONARY CRITERIA
FOR SPELLING-AGE MATCHED PAIRS
________________________________________________________________________
Atypical TWS-4 PPVT-3 TONI-3 Typical TWS-4
PPVT-3 TONI-3
Student (Percentile) (SS)
(SS)
Student (Percentile) (SS)
(SS)
1

1

92

85

1A

26

114

121

2

1

92

99

2A

50

113

112

3

2

119

103

3A

26

101

124

4

1

121

103

4A

26

111

115

5

6

97

100

5A

37

111

118

6

9

116

114

6A

50

103

108

7

12

110

106

7A

39

125

98

8

14

103

97

8A

63

137

117

9

17

98

102

9A

50

127

102

10

14

101

90

10A

73

104

99

11

17

97

133

11A

73

101

100

12

14

103

119

12A

50

97

118

13

13

103

85

13A

63

112

103

14

14

97

95

14A

83

117

118

15

21

106

123

15A

84

99

100

16

14

108

93

16A

48

90

123

17

16

113

93

17A

45

99

100

18

17

99

93

18A

74

99

100

19

21

92

100

19A

63

108

113

20

19

108

110

20A

50

121

100
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APPENDIX C
SPELL RESULTS REPORT
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APPENDIX C (continued)
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APPENDIX C (continued)
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APPENDIX D
SPELL LETTER TO TEACHER/PARENTS
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APPENDIX D (continued)
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APPENDIX E
INFORMATION PACKET - LETTER TO PARENT
Subject:

WSU Research Literacy Study Regarding Spelling

Attachment:

1)
2)

Participant Consent Form
Research Project Outline

Dear Parent/Guardian:
The Andover school district is participating with Wichita State University in a
literacy research project regarding spelling ability. Your child’s class has been selected to
participate in this research study. For a complete outline of this study, please see
Attachment 2. Briefly, the purpose of this study will compare the spelling ability of
students in middle and high school who exhibit poor spelling ability. Based on a
computerized spelling assessment, their spelling errors will be analyzed into 4 types of
errors. Then their spelling ability will be compared to younger students who exhibit
typical, age-appropriate spelling. Your child has been recommended for this study by
his/her classroom teacher.
Currently, little research exists on the types of spelling errors that students make,
other than a percentage of words spelled correctly. This study will investigate whether the
students with poor spelling exhibit different or similar types of errors when compared to
students with age-appropriate spelling. This study will also provide much needed data
regarding the spelling ability of students with typical and atypical spelling. Eventually,
this information can be used to help teachers create new spelling instruction for students
with spelling problems.
To be included in this study, participants must first meet certain criteria that have
been pre-established:
• Vision and hearing must be within normal limits
• Must score in the average or above average range for the vocabulary and abstract
reasoning
Once these criteria have been met, your child will be given the computerized
Spelling Performance Evaluation for Language and Literacy (SPELL). The SPELL will
analyze the spelling errors into four linguistic areas (sound system, spelling patterns,
morphology, and creating mental images of words).
The benefits to participating in this study are:
• The SPELL assessment will provide individualized printed reports that
will list specific spelling patterns that are problematic to your child and
list which underlying linguistic area(s) that may be causing the spelling
errors
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APPENDIX E (continued)
•
•
•

Individualized instruction can be developed for your child based on the
results of the SPELL
The information obtained in this study will help to further our
understanding of why students make certain spelling errors and which
specific spelling patterns continue to cause problems for older students
This information will be shared with educators who can apply this
information to developing new spelling instruction

Please read the consent form (Attachment 1) and the research project outline
(Attachment 2) carefully. If you and your child agree to participate in this study:
• each of you need to sign the blue copy of the consent form, plus date of signatures
• have someone witness your signatures and sign and date the consent form also
• if you do not wish to participate, please check the bottom line
• please have your child return the blue consent form to his/her teacher, whether
you decide to participate or not
• the other consent form is your copy to keep
• the spelling results of this study will not affect your child’s grades
Your consent to participate in this study also permits the principal investigator to view
your child’s school file to obtain his/her vision ability. Only the principal investigator
(the under-signed) will have access to your child’s file. Any information obtained will be
confidential and will not be released to any person or organization.
If you have any questions regarding this study, please contact me at 978-5448 or
the Office of Research Administration at Wichita State University, 978-3285. Thank you
for considering to participate in this research study.

Christine M Scott, MS, CCC-SLP
Principal Investigator, Wichita State University
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APPENDIX F
INFORMATION PACKET - CONSENT FORM
PURPOSE: Your child is invited to participate in a study investigating spelling ability
in older students. Spelling and reading require the same processes but are used differently
depending on which task is being done, spelling or reading. We hope to get a better
understanding of these processes and subsequently learn the types of spelling errors
students make. The knowledge gained from this study will help develop effective
instructional practices for students with spelling difficulties.
PARTICIPANT SELECTION: Your child was selected as a possible participant in this
study based on his/her spelling ability. Older students with spelling problems will be
matched to younger children with typical spelling abilities. We plan to investigate 20 - 25
matched pairs of students with a wide range of spelling abilities.
EXPLANATION OF PROCEDURES: If you decide to allow your child to participate,
s/he will be asked to complete a series of assessments that will measure spelling,
vocabulary, and reasoning ability. All measures will take approximately 1.5 to 2 hours for
each participant. Testing will be held at your child’s school. Testing will be conducted
over 2 sessions and we will arrange testing times with your child’s teachers. You will not
be charged for this testing. The experimental spelling test prints a detailed listing of
spelling pattern errors for each student. This print-out will be sent to you. If you so
indicate on the next page, this information will be shared with your child’s teacher.
DISCOMFORT/RISKS: There are no known risks or discomforts associated with this
study and none are expected. Participation is completely voluntary.
BENEFITS: We hope to gain information regarding spelling ability and the various
methods students use to spell accurately. Although this information may not directly
benefit your child’s coursework, it will provide professionals with information that may
benefit students who continue to struggle with spelling. One of the assessments will
provide an individual report of each participant’s specific spelling errors which can be
used for instructional information. This information will be provided to you and, with
your permission, to your child’s teacher.
CONFIDENTIALITY: Any information obtained in this study in which your child can
be identified will remain confidential. Each participant in this study will be identified by
a number and only the principal investigator (C. M. Scott) in this study will have access
to your child’s personal information. The investigator will need to view your child’s
school file to determine vision level and spelling ability. No information will be disclosed
without your prior written permission.
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REFUSAL/WITHDRAWAL: Participation in this study is entirely voluntary. If you
agree to allow your child to participate in this study, s/he is free to withdraw from the
study at any time. Withdrawal from this study will not affect your child’s coursework at
school.
CONTACT: If you have any questions about this research, you may contact: Christine
M. Scott, MS, CCC-SLP, doctoral student at Wichita State University, 316-978-5448 or
Dr. Kenn Apel, Florida State University, 850-644-2238. If you have questions pertaining
to your child’s rights as a research participant or any other research related questions, you
may also contact the Office of Research Administration at Wichita State University,
Wichita, KS 67260-0007,
316-978-3285.
You are under no obligation to have your child participate in this study. Your signature
indicates that you have read the information provided above and have voluntarily decided
to participate/not participate in this study. If you agree to have your child participate,
please have your child, yourself, and a witness sign below. Also, please indicate whether
you wish the spelling print-out to be presented to your child’s teacher.
Two copies of this form will be sent to you. Please sign and date one copy and have your
child return it to his/her classroom teacher. The second copy is yours to keep. Thank you.
_________________________________________________
Print students’ name legibly
_________________________________________________
Signature of Participant (Student)

_____________
Date

__________________________________________________
Signature of Parent/Legal Guardian

_____________
Date

__________________________________________________
Witness Signature

_____________
Date

Please indicate your preference regarding the spelling printout by circling:
I/We DO
teacher.

DO NOT want this information shared with my child’s class room

If you do not wish to participate in this study, please check below.
I/We do not wish to participate in this study
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APPENDIX G
INFORMATION PACKET - RESEARCH PROJECT OUTLINE
Purpose: To compare the spelling ability of middle and high school students with atypical
spelling to spelling-age matched students with typical spelling. The researchers will investigate
whether the spelling errors are similar or different between these two groups. If differences are
noted, then additional analysis will be conducted to determine whether the differences are
significant. This study is completely voluntary and the spelling assessments for this study are for
research purposes only. The spelling results will not affect your child’s grades.
Confidentiality: Only the primary investigator will have access to personal student information.
Graduate students will assist with testing only but will not have access to any student files.
Location: Students will be tested at their home school. Testing will occur at the following
schools in the Andover School district:
Andover High and Andover Central High Schools
Andover Middle and Andover Central Middle Schools
Cottonwood Elementary School
Participant Criteria: All students must be monolingual with English as the spoken/written
language. All students must pass a hearing screening and exhibit normal vision with or without
corrected lenses as indicated by the school nurses’ records. Students must also obtain standard
scores within the average range for the following tests: Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test III
(PPVT-III), a receptive vocabulary test; the Test of Nonverbal Intelligence (TONI-3), an abstract
reasoning test; and the Test of Written Spelling – 4 (TWS-4), a spelling dictation test. Students in
the middle and high school grades must currently have an IEP with language, reading and/or
writing goals only. Once the spelling age has been obtained from the TWS-4 for the students with
atypical spelling, they will be matched to the students with typical spelling. Students with typical
spelling will be initially identified with the help of the teachers for those grades needed to match
the older students. Testing procedures will be the same as above for these students.
Testing Time: Approximately 1.5 to 2 hrs will be required per elementary student. Students will
take a one-time in-class group spelling dictation test, TWS-4 for 15 minutes. Two individual pullout testing sessions will also be needed: Session 1 – PPVT-III and TONI-3 for approximately 30
minutes; and Session 2 – the experimental test, Spelling Performance Evaluation for Language
and Literacy (SPELL) for 60 minutes.
Analysis: The SPELL is a criterion referenced measure that identifies four areas of spelling
errors. This assessment follows current research that four underlying linguistic components are
needed for accurate spelling: phonological, orthographic, morphological, and mental images.
Rather than just providing a percentage correct, the SPELL prepares a report and denotes the
area(s) of weakness. Also, the SPELL details the specific spelling error patterns in a printed form
which can be utilized to develop instructional goals and objectives. These reports will be
provided to the parents/guardians of each student participating in this study and following
parental permission will be given to the students’ class room teachers.
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APPENDIX H
GLOSSARY
Affix – morphological unit(s) that can be added to base and root words. For
example: re- can be attached to make to create a new word and meaning;
and -tion can be added to the end of act to change the classification from
verb

to noun. The term affix includes both prefix and suffix.

Algorithm – in the computer sciences an algorithm is a finite set of well delineated
instructions designed for a specific goal or purpose. The SPELL algorithms are
designed to determine the underlying cause of students’ spelling errors based on
the four linguistic components.
Base Word – cannot be broken down into smaller morphemes. Examples of base words
are: desk; city; run; happy; monument.
Compose – relative to morphology, it is the ability to take a base word and add affix(es)
to create a morphologically related new word. For example: cooler can be
composed from cool by adding –er to it.
Criterion Referenced Scoring – measures behaviors related to criteria based on a
specific skill or task. It is used to determine whether a person has the requisite
skill and at what level. It provides information based solely on one individual’s
performance. Compare to Standardized Scoring below.
Decompose – relative to morphology, it is the ability to break a word down into the
smaller units of meaning (i.e., base or root word and all applicable affixes). For
example: decompose is comprised of the affix de- and the base word compose.
Invisible can be broken into the affix in-, the root word visi-, and the affix –ble.
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Derived Morphemes – are affixes added to base/root words that change not only the
meaning of a word but also its classification. For example: adding –ness to happy,
an adjective, creates happiness, a noun.
Inflected Morphemes – are affixes added to base words that change plurality, tenses,
and/or possession. For example: adding ‘s to girl shows possession, the girl’s
dress, adding –ing to swim creates the progressive tense form swimming.
Invented Spelling – a term developed by Read (1975) that describes preschoolers’ ability
to analyze the sounds they hear in words with letters. Children hear /ar/ in the
letter name ‘r’ and consequently would spell the word car as “cr”.
Linguistic Components – for the purposes of spelling, four underlying linguistic
components are required. Definitions for each component are provided below in
the order discussed in the text:
Phonological Knowledge – entails the awareness of the sounds of a given language
and also the ability to manipulate those sounds at the word, syllable, and phoneme
level.
Orthographic Knowledge – includes the ability to translate spoken sounds into a
written form, that is, a sound can be represented by a letter or letters. Recognition
of English spelling patterns of syllables and affixes are also included.
Morphological Knowledge – involves the awareness that words can be separated into
smaller units of meaning. Affixes added to a base or root word can change its
meaning and/or its classification.
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Mental Orthographic Images (MOIs) – are stored into one’s mental lexicon. MOIs
include stored images of single letters, syllables, affixes, and whole words. The
more exposures the clearer the image.
Morpheme – is the smallest unit of meaning. Base words, inflected (plural s, ‘s, tenses),
and derived morphemes (affixes) add meaning and facilitate decoding and
comprehension of words.
Morpho-phonemic – the English language is morpho-phonemic because it contains both
phonemic (sound to letter correspondence) and morphemic (retention of
morphological units) aspects of English (Carlisle, 2003).
Orthotactic Rules – are positional constraint rules for specific spelling patterns in
languages. In English, the spelling pattern ‘ng’ can not be placed at the beginning
of a word but it can begin a word in the Vietnamese language.
Repertoire Theory – a more recent view of children’s spoken and written language
development which describes their use of multiple types of linguistic knowledge
(phonological, orthographic, morphological, semantic, and MOIs). This theory
postulates that children access and utilize these knowledge bases in varying
degrees at any given time in their development.
Root Word – is part of a base word. A base word is a whole morphemic unit, whereas
the root word contains only part of the base word. Examples of root words: both
visual and visible contain vis- and visi- as root forms derived from the base word
vision.
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Stage Theory – delineates the linguistic components as developmental stages of
children’s learning to read/spell. This theory states that children master the
components of each stage completely before moving onto the next stage.
Although it details a general development of children’s learning, it does not
account for the variable processes that children actually use depending on the
complexity of the task.
Standardized Scoring – measures behaviors related to other people’s performance. It is
essentially a ranking system based on a typical distribution pattern that shows
how well one person is doing compared to others on the same task. Its weakness
lies in the fact that it does not explain how well anyone is doing with respect to
the task, only who is doing better or worse. Compare with criterion referenced
scoring.
Visual Rote Memorization – is the typical method of spelling instruction in the schools.
Students are given a word list to study for a week, then told to memorize how
they are written, and after a week they are given a spelling dictation test. This
method does not provide any insight into spelling patterns or morphological
information that could help decode words for spelling and/or information that
would supply meaning.
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APPENDIX I
SPELLING STUDIES AND SCORING METHODS USED
Article Reference
Apel & Masterson, (2001)

Spelling Component
Assessed
PK, OK, MK, MOI

Berninger, Abbott, Rogan, Reed,
Abbott, Brooks, et al. (1998)
Bourassa & Treiman, (2003)

MOI

Carlisle, (1988)

OK, MK

Cunningham, Perry, & Stanovich
(2001)
Curtin, Manis, & Seidenberg, (2001)

PK, OK, MOI/Semantics

Ehri & Wilce, (1982)
Foorman, Chen, Carlson, Moats,
Francis & Fletcher, (2003)
Frost, (2001)
Hart, et al. (in press) (AAC)

MOI
PK, OK

Hauerwas & Walker, (2003)

PK, OK, MK

Kelman & Apel, (2004) (case study)

PK, OK, MK, MOI

Lennox & Siegel, (1993)

PK, OK

Lombardino, et al. (1997)

OK

Masterson & Crede, (1999)
Moats, (1983) (comparing Nelson,
1980 study)

PK, OK, MOI
PK, OK, MOI

Meyler & Breznitz (2003)
Perry, Ziegler & Coltheart, (2002)

PK, OK
OK, MOI

Post & Carreker, (2002)
Reece & Treiman, (2001)

PK, OK, MOI

Varnhagen, Boechler & Steffler,
(1999)

PK, OK, MK

Method of Analysis
Norm referenced scores, Correct/Incorrect,
bigram analysis, morphological analysis
Correct/Incorrect, Norm referenced scores
Real word - C/Inc, composite scores, no credit
for partial spellings; Non-words considered
neither correct nor incorrect
WRAT-R Norm referenced scores, C/Inc (base
& derived words)
Correct/Incorrect
PK – phonetically accurate, constrained –
unconstrained - inaccurate; OK – acceptable
spelling or not; discontinued when 6 errors in a
row occurred
Correct/Incorrect
Correct/Incorrect

OK
PK, OK, MK, MOI

PK, OK

KEY: PK (Phonological Knowledge);
OK (Orthographic Knowledge);
MK (Morphological Knowledge);
MOI (Mental Orthographic Image)
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Invented spellings scored according to 8 stages
Errors analyzed according to underlying
spelling components
Errors analyzed according to underlying
spelling components
Errors analyzed according to underlying
spelling components
Looked at first 10 errors only on WRAT-R; PK
– constrained and unconstrained; OK – bigram
analysis
Invented spelling, correct score based on
number of correct letters for no. of sounds in the
word, fet and feet were both scored correct
Norm referenced scores, Correct/Incorrect
Phonetically accurate and inaccurate spellings;
Orthographically accurate, correct MOI,
Phonetic/Nonphonetic vowel spelling
Spelling dictation, Scored correct/incorrect
Scored according to high or low frequency
word occurrence
Correct/Incorrect
WRAT-3 Norm referenced scores,
orthographic pattern for vocalic /r/, MOI serial
order scored Correct/Incorrect
Nonword spellings – plausible or implausible;
only plausible words were analyzed

APPENDIX J
QUESTION ONE – LEVEL ONE RAW DATA (PERCENTAGES)
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APPENDIX K
QUESTION TWO – LEVEL ONE DATA (PERCENTAGES)
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APPENDIX K (continued)
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APPENDIX K (continued)
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APPENDIX L
QUESTION THREE – LEVEL ONE RAW DATA (PERCENTAGES)
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APPENDIX L (continued)
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APPENDIX L (continued)
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